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Chapter 1

Introduction
Shared memory is one of the most interesting interprocess communication
models among a set of application processes which are decoupled in time,
space and flow. Application processes communicate by writing and reading
shared variables. There are a lot of problems (in numerical analysis, image
or signal processing, to cite just a few) that are easier to solve by using the
shared variables paradigm rather than using the message passing one.
Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) emulates shared-memory systems in
distributed asynchronous message passing systems. This abstraction provides
a strong support for distributed computation, i.e. it allows programmers to
design solutions by considering the well-known shared variables programming
paradigm, independently of the system (centralized or distributed) that will
run their programs. Distributed Shared Memories have been traditionally
realized through a distributed memory consistency system(MCS) on top of a
message passing system providing a communication primitive with a certain
quality of service in terms of ordering and reliability [12]. The implementation
of MCS enforces a given consistency criterion. A consistency criterion defines
the semantics of the memory, that is the value to be returned by any read
operation.
Many consistency criteria have been considered, e.g., from more to less
constraining ones: Atomic [52], Sequential [51], Causal [7] and PRAM [53].
Less constraining criteria are easier to implement, but, conversely, they offer
a more restricted programming model. In detail, atomic and sequential consistency give to processes the illusion to access the memory one at time. On
the contrary, causal consistency allow write operations not causally related
to be seen by different processes in different order. Two operations o1 and
o2 are causally related by the causality order relation, denoted o1 7→co o2 , if
and only if one of the following conditions is true: (i) o1 and o2 are issued by
1
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the same application process and o1 completes before the issue of o2 (program
order relation), (ii) o1 is a write operation on x and o2 is a read operation on a
variable x which returns the value written by o1 (read-from order relation) or
(iii) there exists an operation o such that o1 7→co o and o 7→co o2 (transitivity).
The causal consistency model has gained interest because it offers a good
tradeoff between memory access order constraints and the complexity of the
programming model as well as of the complexity of the memory model itself.
Differently from strict criteria, causal consistency allows non-blocking operations, i.e. processes may complete read or write operations without waiting
for global computation. Thus it overcomes the major limit of stronger criteria: communication latency. Moreover, several application semantics are precisely captured by causal consistency, e.g. collaborative tools. So, implementing a stricter consistency criterion, not only induces unnecessary complexity
to maintain consistency but also reduces the level of concurrency permitted.
Weaker semantics may consider acceptable executions that are not assumed
to be correct for stronger consistency criteria.
In this thesis we investigate the power and the limits of causal memories
to support distributed computation. We provide several results in the context
of traditional causal memories.
Moreover, we adapt traditional causal consistency to obtain a memory semantics weak enough to be implemented in in emerging distributed systems
paradigms (e.g. peer-to-peer systems) but strong enough to allow computational progress. Such new systems are characterized by nodes continuously
joining or leaving. This dynamics induces a continuous change of system membership and imposes to deal with a number of processes that may be infinite
as time tends to infinity. According to this, let us notice that in high dynamic
systems, stronger consistency criteria may be hard or even not possible to implement, because of possible disconnections or because a big amount of nodes
may simultaneously leave the system deliberately or by crashing.
Part of the results presented in this thesis have been published in [15], [16],
[18], [41] and [42].

Research Results
Optimal Causal Memory In the context of traditional distributed shared
memory implementations, MCS enforcing causal consistency has been usually
implemented by protocols based on a complete replication of variables at each
MCS process and propagation of the variable updates [47]. In these protocols,
namely Complete Replication and Propagation (CRP) based protocols, a read
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operation immediately returns (to the application process that invoked it) the
value stored in the local copy. A write operation returns after (i) the updating
of the local copy and (ii) an update message carrying the new value is sent
to all MCS processes, exploiting communication primitives provided by the
message passing system.
Due to the concurrent execution of processes and to the fact that the
underlying network can reorder messages, a CRP protocol is in charge to
properly order incoming update messages at each process. This reorder is
implemented through the suspension/reactivation of process threads which
are in charge of executing the local update. If an update message m arrives
at a process p and its immediate application violates causal consistency, the
update thread is suspended by the CRP protocol, i.e. its application is delayed.
This implies buffering of m at p. The thread is reactivated by the CRP
protocol when the update can be applied without the risk of violation of causal
consistency. Ideally, we would like a CRP protocol to apply each update at
a MCS process as soon as the causal consistency criterion is not violated. In
other words, no update thread is kept suspended for a period of time more
than strictly necessary.
According to this, in chapter 3 we formally define an optimality criterion
for CRP protocols. This criterion relies on a predicate, namely the activation
predicate, which is associated with each update thread. The predicate becomes
true, reactivating the update thread, as soon as that update can be applied at
a MCS process without violating causal consistency. Theoretically, an optimal
CRP protocol exploits all the concurrency admitted by the causal consistency
criterion. From an operational point of view, an optimal protocol strongly
reduces message buffer overhead.
Then we present an optimal CRP protocol built on top of a reliable broadcast communication primitive. Interestingly, we prove that the optimal protocol embeds a system of vector clocks which captures the read/write semantics
of a causal memory. Finally, we show how previous protocols based on complete replication presented in the literature are not optimal. We also demonstrate through simulation results that an optimal protocol exhibits a strong
reduction in the message buffer overhead at the MCS level compared to a
non-optimal one.
The Notions of Share Graph and Hoops Let us consider a set of application processes interacting via a causal consistent shared memory. Since
application processes interact by reading and writing shared variables, it is
conceivable that the computation at one process will not affect the computation at a different process, if these processes do not access a same shared
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variable. Unfortunately, this is not the case because of the transitivity property of the causality order relation. From this observation the necessity of a
formal model to support inter-processes communication analysis. This last
aims at pointing out the connection between variables distribution among the
processes in the system and causal ordering relations that may arise between
operations generated by such processes on the above said variables. While
focusing on the causality order relation, it has been shown that the same
reasoning may be applied to analyze other consistency criteria.
In detail, in chapter 2 we introduce the concepts of share graph and hoop
to respectively model variables distribution among processes and their dependencies. Then, we introduce the concept of dependency chain with the aim
at pointing out causality order relations that may arise between operations
issued by different processes on a variable x and due to operations made by
different processes on different variables.
Efficient Partial Replication Implementation In the context of traditional distributed shared memory implementation, we formally define necessary and sufficient conditions on MCS processes intended to manage information in order to guarantee causal consistency (chapter 4). This theoretical
result leads to several considerations about the efficiency in implementing distributed shared memory supporting partial replication. Notice that minimizing the costs (in terms of communication and information needed) of keeping
distributed memories consistent has always being a key problem in building
efficient software DSM systems.
Especially, we show the following drawback: in absence of variable distribution knowledge, partial replication implementations require each MCS
process to manage information about all shared variables in order to keep the
memory causal consistent. On the other hand, if a particular distribution of
variables is assumed, while being extremely costly an ad-hoc implementation
of causal DSM can be optimally designed.
Write Persistency and Weakly-Persistent object Emerging distributed
systems paradigms are characterized by an intrinsic uncertainty due to the
continuous joining and departure of nodes. Usually user-driven, such dynamic
behavior introduces a complex time-varying nature of nodes’ availability. So
any process in the system can leave the computation at any time deliberately
or by crashing. Since a process usually leaves the system without notifying it,
departure are often modelled as crashes. This make not meaningful the notion
of correct process in such environments. On the other hand, when defining
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shared memory semantics in a failure prone model, there is the necessity of
considering which write operations we have to assume to take effect.
From what said, the necessity of reasoning at the granularity of operations in order to define memory correctness. To this aim, similarly for what
done when introducing the concept of legal read [65], we propose a notion of
persistent write.
Let us notice that in distributed systems characterized by high dynamics,
ensuring persistency for any written value may be hard or even impossible to
implement. So, since some forms of persistency is necessary to ensure computational progress, in chapter 5 we introduce the notion of weak-persistency,
i.e. persistency is guaranteed in quiescent periods of the systems (arrivals and
departures subside). Weak persistency on one hand, is strong enough to rule
out trivial implementations and on the other hand, is weak enough to be implemented in these system models. More specifically, weak persistency ensures
that in periods in which the system is quiescent, the computation as perceived
by application processes (later sometimes referred as client) continually makes
progress.

Weakly-Persistent Causal Consistent Distributed Shared Memory
We implement a distributed shared memory over an asynchronous message
passing system characterized by (i) infinitely many processes and (ii) high
dynamics: processes may join or leave the computation at any time.
In order to implement the memory in this environment, we adopt the
client/server paradigm and the related failure model proposed in [26]. More
specifically, the memory is implemented by a fixed set of virtual servers. At
any time a process incarnates a virtual server. Upon the crash (or the leave)
of such a process, a new process replaces the old one in incarnating the virtual server and the old state of the failed process is completely lost. Client
processes coordinate the access to the shared variables through servers and
no communication among clients is assumed. Then, the set of clients may
be infinitely large. Our shared memory implementation enjoys the desirable
property of maintaining legal read with respect to the 7→co all the time regardless of periods affected by high dynamics and of leveraging quiescent periods to
bring forward a computation perceived in the same way by all clients joining
the system along the time.
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Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 We define the shared memory model and we revisit the main
consistency criteria (sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) and we propose our notion of
persistent write (section 2.4). In section 2.4 we introduce the notion of shared
graph and hoop. Finally, we present the distributed system models where we
investigated our theoretical and practical results (sections 2.5).
Chapter 3 The main result presented in this chapter is the optimality criterion for Complete Replication and Propagation based protocols implementing
the Memory Consistency System (section 3.4). We also provide an optimal
CRP protocol implementing a causal memory and we compare it with existing
solutions.
Chapter 4 We characterize MCS processes intended to manage information
to implement causal consistency (section 4.2). and we prove the impossibility
of efficient partial replication implementations (section 4.3).We then propose
some solutions to circumvent such problem, e.g. we investigate new consistency criteria weaker than causal consistency but stronger than Pram (section
4.4). Finally, we give a practical example, i.e. Bellmann-Ford algorithm, to
point out the interest in considering both weak consistency criteria and partial
replication (section 4.5).
Chapter 5 In this chapter, we point out the difficulty to implement values
persistency in high dynamic system and the consequent interest in defining
a weak form of persistency, namely weak-persistence. We define a weakly
persistent causal memory and we provide its implementation in such high
dynamic systems.

Chapter 2

Causal Memory
This chapter first introduces a formal model for shared memory abstraction.
Shared memory is one of the main interprocess communication models among
application processes decoupled in time, space and flow. Application processes
interact by reading and writing to shared memory.
From concurrency in memory accesses the necessity to define the intended
correct behavior, i.e. which value a read operation has to return. This is
generally stated by the consistency criterion chosen for a given memory. In
this chapter, we revisit the main consistency criteria presented in the literature,
from more to less constraining ones: Atomic [52], Sequential [51], Causal [7]
and PRAM [53]. In particular, this work focuses on causal consistency because
it offers a good tradeoff between memory access order constraints and the
complexity of the programming model as well as of the complexity of the
memory model itself.
Moreover, in order to deal with the complexity of emerging distributed
systems paradigms (i.e. peer-to-peer systems) we point out the persistency
property usually implicity stated in consistency criteria. Persistency says that
written values may be later retrieved if no overwritten. In failure-free memory
model, every written value has to be persistent. This is trivially ensured in
traditional distributed shared memory implementations [7],[8], [18].
On the contrary, when considering memory models where process may
fail, it is necessary to precisely formalize which write operations have to be
persistent. This aims to rule out trivial (i.e. not allowing computational
progress) or not desired solutions. Ahamad et al. in [6] propose a more general
definition of causal consistency in the context of a crash-stop failure model.
Roughly speaking their model requests persistency only for write operations
“known” by some correct process.
But in new distributed system paradigms not persistent by nature, the
7
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concept of correct process is not so clear. Such new systems dynamically
change and expand over time imposing to deal with continuous processes joins
and departures and with a number of processes that may grow to infinite as
time tends to infinity. Each process may leave the computation at any time
deliberately or by crashing. Moreover, nodes dynamics are often user-driven.
On the other hand, these systems appear to be promising because of the
big amount of computation and storage resources they offer. From what said,
the necessity to define some form of memory consistency strong enough to
guarantee some computational progress and weak enough to be implemented
in such environments.
To this aim, in this chapter we formalize the notion of persistent write
operation that we will use in chapter 5, to introduce what we call weaklypersistent causal memory.
In the last part of this chapter we introduce some concepts useful to prove
the results presented in next chapters. Finally, we provide the distributed system models where we investigate the power and the limits of causal consistency
and of existing causal memories solutions.
Part of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [16],
[42].

2.1

Memory Model

We consider a set of sequential application processes interacting via a shared
memory, X ={x1 , x2 , ...xm }, consisting of a finite set of read/write shared objects (later usually referred as variables). Each application process (or simply
process when confusion may not arise) is univocally identified by a positive
integer, i.e. api will denote the application process whose identity is i. Processes may access the shared memory through read and write operations. A
write operation invoked by an application process api on variable xh , aims at
storing a new value v in xh , denoted wi (xh )v. A read operation invoked by
an application process api , denoted ri (xh )v, is supposed to return to api the
value stored in xh 1 . Each variable has an initial value ⊥.
As variables may be concurrently accessed by processes through read and
write operations, it is necessary to define which is assumed to be the correct
behavior of the shared memory under concurrent operations. In other words,
1

Whenever we are not interested in pointing out the value or the variable or the process
identifier, we omit it in the notation of the operation. For example w represents a generic
write operation while wi represents a write operation invoked by the application process api ,
etc.

2.2. PROPERTIES OF A HISTORY
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applications processes must be provided with a consistency criterion that precisely defines the semantics of the shared memory, that is the value each read
operation has to return. A consistency criterion defines correctness in terms
of histories.

2.2

Properties of a History

Different notations have been proposed to model histories and ordering relations in shared memory systems, we derive our formalism by the one introduced by Ahamad et al. in the seminal paper [7].
Each application process api generates a sequence of read and write operations called local history and denoted hi . If an operation o1 precedes an
operation o2 in hi , we say that o1 precedes o2 in api program order. This
precedence relation, denoted by o1 7→i o2 , is a total order. A history H is the
S
union of local histories, one for each application process, i.e. H = i hi . Let
us denote as OH the set of operations belonging to H.
Operations done by distinct application processes can be directly related
by the read-from order relation. The read-from order relation associates each
write operation with the corresponding read operations. Notice that different
write operations may store the same value into the same variable. Thus in
order to simply associate a write operation with a particular read operation,
we adopt, where not differently stated, Misra convention, i.e. all values written
by write operations are distinct [60].
Formally, given two operations o1 and o2 in OH , the read-from order relation, 7→ro , on some history H is any relation with the following properties
[7]2 :
❖

if o1 7→ro o2 , then there are x and v such that o1 = w(x)v and o2 = r(x)v;

❖

for any operation o2 , there is at most one operation o1 such that o1 7→ro
o2 ;

❖

if o2 = r(x)v for some x and there is no operation o1 such that o1 7→ro o2 ,
then v = ⊥; that is, a read with no write must read the initial value.

Given a history H, we denote as Hi+w the history containing all operations
in hi and all write operations of H.
2

It must be noted that the read-from order relation just introduced is the same as the
writes-into relation defined in [7].
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Definition 2.2.1 (Serialization) Given a history H, S is a serialization of
H if S is a sequence containing exactly the operations of H such that each
read operation on a variable x returns the value written by the most recent
preceding write on x in S.
A serialization S respects a given order if, for any two operations o1 and
o2 in S, o1 precedes o2 in that order implies that o1 precedes o2 in S.

2.3

Causal Consistency in the Hierarchy of Consistency Criteria

Many consistency criteria have been proposed in order to the define shared
memory semantics. We consider the main consistency criteria proposed in the
literature, e.g. from more to less constraining ones: Atomic [52], Sequential
[51], Causal [7] and PRAM [53]. For sake of completeness let us remember
that Herlihy et al. in [43] generalize atomic consistency for concurrent shared
objects proposing a consistency condition called linearizability; Garg et al. in
[36] propose a consistency condition for shared objects weaker than linearizability since it does not refer to real-time constraints and finally, Garg et al.
in [61] extend atomic and sequential consistency for multi-object distributed
operations (i.e. each operation may span different objects).
Atomic and sequential consistency define correctness of concurrent objects
in terms of acceptable sequential behavior, thus giving the illusion to processes
to access the object one at time. Roughly speaking, sequential consistency requires that all operations appear to be executed atomically, in some sequential
order that is consistent with every process program order. In addition, atomic
consistency requests that the real-time relations between operations is also
preserved. Formally,
Definition 2.3.1 (Atomic Consistent History) A history H is atomic consistent if there is a serialization S of H that respects i) all program orders 7→i
and ii) real-time ordering between operations.
A memory is atomic if it admits only atomic consistent histories.
Definition 2.3.2 (Sequential Consistent History) A history H is sequential consistent if there is a serialization S of H that respects all program orders
7→i .
A memory is sequential if it admits only sequential consistent histories.

2.3. THE HIERARCHY OF CONSISTENCY CRITERIA
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First stated and proved by Lipton and Sandberg in [53] and later formalized
through precise timing assumptions by Attiya and Welch [13], the main limit
of strong consistency criteria (atomic and sequential) is that no matter how
clever or complex a protocol is, if it implements sequential consistency, it must
be “slow”, i.e. memory access time is dependent on latency due to global
actions (e.g. information delivery time). In other words, a memory cannot
be sequential and scalable at the same time. To overcome such a problem,
Lipton and Sandberg proposed a weaker form of consistency, Pipelined RAM
(PRAM). Formally,
Definition 2.3.3 (PRAM Consistent History) A history H is PRAM consistent if for each application process api there is a serialization Si of Hi+w
that respects all program orders 7→i .
A memory is PRAM if it admits only PRAM consistent histories.
Notice that while PRAM, as sequential consistency, requires serializations
that respect program orders of every process, it does not request an agreement among processes about the order of all operations belonging to a given
history, i.e. write issued by different processes may appear differently ordered
in different serializations.
To fill the gap among sequential consistency and PRAM, Ahamad et al.
in [7] proposed a consistency criterion stronger than PRAM and weaker than
sequential consistency, namely causal consistency. Causal consistency is central in this work. This is mainly due to the fact that causal consistency is the
stronger consistency criterion that allow non-blocking operation implementations, i.e. each operation may return independently of global computation.
This aspect of causal consistency is essential to guarantee that the system
scales well with the number of processes. Moreover, it appears really promising
in new system models where implementations of stricter consistency criteria
may be hard or even not possible because of high dynamics.
Causal Consistency
Causal consistency requires that serializations respect the causality order relation.
Causality Order Relation Given a history H, the causality order relation
induced by 7→ro for H, denoted 7→co , is a partial order that is the transitive
closure of the union of the history’s program order and the read-from order
b (OH , 7→co ).
[7], denoted H=

12
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Formally, given two operations o1 and o2 in OH , o1 7→co o2 if and only if
one of the following cases holds:
❖

∃ api s.t. o1 7→i o2 (program order),

❖

∃ api , apj s.t. o1 is invoked by api , o2 is invoked by apj and o1 7→ro o2
(read-from order),

❖

∃ o3 ∈ OH s.t. o1 7→co o3 and o3 7→co o2 (transitive closure).

If o1 and o2 are two operations belonging to OH , we say that o1 and o2
are concurrent w.r.t. 7→co , denoted o1 ||co o2 , if and only if ¬(o1 7→co o2 ) and
¬(o2 7→co o1 ).
Definition 2.3.4 (Causal Past [63]) Given a history H, the causal past of
an operation o ∈ OH is the set of all operations o0 ∈ OH such that o0 7→co o.
Causal Memory Causal consistency allows different processes to perceive
concurrent write operations (w.r.t. 7→co ) in a different order. Formally,
Definition 2.3.5 (Causal Consistent History) A history H is causal consistent if for each application process api there is a serialization Si of Hi+w
that respects 7→co .
A memory is causal if it admits only causal consistent histories.
In the following we consider a system composed of three application processes, ap1 , ap2 and ap3 accessing a shared memory X ={x1 , x2 }.
Example 1. A history H1 that is causal but not sequential:
h1 : w1 (x1 )a; w1 (x1 )c
h2 : r2 (x1 )a; w2 (x2 )b; r2 (x2 )d
h3 : w3 (x2 )d; r3 (x2 )b
Note that w1 (x1 )a 7→co w2 (x2 )b, w1 (x1 )a 7→co w1 (x1 )c while w1 (x1 )a ||co w3 (x2 )d,
w2 (x2 )b||co w1 (x1 )c, w2 (x2 )b ||co w3 (x2 )d and w1 (x1 )c ||co w3 (x2 )d.
Example 2. A history H2 that is PRAM but not causal:
h1 : w1 (x1 )a
h2 : r2 (x1 )a; w2 (x2 )b

2.4. CAUSAL CONSISTENCY IN PRESENCE OF FAILURES
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h3 : r3 (x2 )b; r3 (x1 )⊥

2.4

Causal Consistency in Presence of Failures

According to the definition of causal consistency given by Ahamad et al. in
[7] and reformulated in def. 2.3.5, given a history H each process api ∈ H has
to find a serialization which contains all write operations in H. This means
that the effects of each write cannot be indefinitely delayed. So each process
has to eventually be able to read any written and not overwritten value.
In a failure free environment, any write operation executed by any process
during a run is assumed to appear in the corresponding history. On the contrary, in presence of failures some ambiguities can arise due to failures. Let
us for example considering the case of a write operation w(x)v whose process
crashed during its execution. It seams reasonable to assume that w(x)v does
not belong to the history. However, dependently on implementation details, it
could happen that some application process read the value written by w(x)v.
So w(x)v has to appear in the history otherwise there exists at least a read
operation in the history that returns a value never written.
On the other hand, it is not always possible to ensure that any write
operation takes effect (e.g. a process executes a write and then it crashes
without any other witness process).
From this the necessity to clearly define which write operations are expected to take effect in some finite time. According to this, in the following
we first analyze uniform and not-uniform behavior of causal consistency in a
crash-stop model. Then we point out the necessity to reason at the granularity
of operations instead of processes when dealing with dynamic systems. So, we
propose the notion of persistent write, with the aim at defining a variant of
causal consistency more suited to such new systems.
Non-uniform Causal Consistency In [6] Ahamad et al. give a more
general definition of causal memory that takes into account process failures.
They consider crash-stop failure model. So they define a process to be correct
if it does never crash. In this failure-prone memory model, their definition
of causal memory implies that all correct processes have to be able to read
values written by write operations that are known by some correct process.
As explained by Ahamad et al. in [6], an operation o is known to process p
if o is an operation of p or if there exists another operation o0 of p such that
o 7→co o0 .
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From here onwards, we refer to such definition as non-uniform causal consistency. It states that each write operation executed by some correct process
or whose value has been read by some correct process, has to appear in the
history and then in the serialization of every correct process. So it is nonuniform because any correct process is not concerned with operations that are
not known by at least a correct process.
In absence of failure or when dealing with non-uniform causal memory,
operations may be implemented without blocking. Operations can complete
before other processes learn about them.
Uniform Causal Consistency Let us now consider a definition of a causal
memory that ensures a uniform behavior: every write operation that is known
by some process (correct or not), has to appear in the serialization of each
correct process. This new definition referred as uniform causal memory imposes read and write operations to be implemented in a blocking way. This is
due to fact that to implement a uniform behavior, there must exists at least
a correct witness process to the written value.

2.5

Causal Consistency and the Notion of Persistent Write

Emerging distributed system paradigms (e.g. peer-to-peer systems) are characterized by an intrinsic unreliability strictly related to their dynamic behavior, i.e. continuous joining and departure of nodes. Moreover, several
distributed applications (e.g. file sharing) running on such systems have an
user-driven dynamics. In other words, joins and departures distribution is
connected to user necessities, introducing a complex time-varying nature of
nodes’ availability. So, any node may leave the system deliberately or by
crashing at any time during the computation. Usually, leaves are treated as
crashes. From this, the notion of correct process is not meaningful in such
environments. Thus, new system models impose to reason at the granularity
of operations.
To this aim we revise the notion of legal read proposed by Raynal et al.
in [65] and we introduce the notion of persistent write. This last aims at
formalizing the fact that write effects may not be indefinitely delayed and
that it has to persist in the system once it takes effect.
Then we will use these notions in chapter 5 to introduce a new memory
semantics, namely weakly-persistent causal memory. The latter is a variant
of causal memory, strong enough to guarantee some computational progress
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and weak enough to be implemented in a high dynamic system (peer-to-peer
systems). Contrarily to traditional causal memory definition (see def. 2.3.5),
weakly-persistent causal memory definition does not rely on operations serializations.
Legal read The legality property of a read operation explains which is the
intended correct value a read operation has to return in presence of concurrency. A read is legal if it returns a value previously written and not overwritten according to some logical or temporal ordering relation. In the following
we implement the notion of legal read proposed by Raynal et. al in [65] in the
context of causal consistency.
Formally,
Definition 2.5.1 (Legal Read.[65]) Given a history H, if it exists a read
operation r(x)v belonging to H, then i) there must exist a write operation
w(x)v ∈ H such that w(x)v 7→co r(x)v and ii) there must not exist an operation
o(x)v 0 ∈ H such that w(x)v 7→co o(x)v 0 and o(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v.
Persistent write Persistency is necessary to guarantee communication among
asynchronous processes (i.e. processes access the shared object at any time
without any form of a priori synchronization) and then for computational
progress. Persistency states that in absence of concurrent or successive write
operations, a written value has to be eventually returned by a subsequent read
operation.
In other words, a given write operation w(x)v is said to be persistent
if in absence of successive and concurrent write operations, any application
process that reads infinitely many times x, will eventually read v forever. In
this context, the notions of successive, and concurrently written are w.r.t. the
causality order relation 7→co .
Formally,
Definition 2.5.2 (Persistent write) Given a history H, if ∃ a write operation w(x)v ∈ H such that both the following conditions hold:
1. @ w(x)v 0 belonging to H s.t. w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 or w(x)v||co w(x)v 0
2. ∃ i such that Hi+w contains infinitely many read operations r(x)u
then infinitely many r(x)u are such that u = v.
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Let us remark that the notion of persistent write may be presented in a
more general way (as done for the notion of legal read by Raynal et al. in [65])
in order to be useful for the main consistency criteria (atomic, sequential,
causal and PRAM).
Causal Consistency in terms of Legality and Persistency. In the following, we prove that given a causal consistent history H, every read ∈ H is
legal and every write ∈ H is persistent.
Formally,
Lemma 2.5.1 Given a history H, if H is causal consistent then each read
operation ∈ Hi+w is legal for any api ∈ H.
Proof We consider a given history H. We assume H be causal consistent
and we prove that any read operation in Hi+w is legal. As H is a causal
consistent history by definition 2.3.5, for each process api ∈ H there exists a
serialization Si of Hi+w that respects 7→co . Moreover, according to definition
2.2.1, each read operation r(x) in Si returns the value written by the most
recent precedent write on x in Si . Let r(x)v be a read operation in Hi+w .
For definition 2.2.1 there exists a write operation w(x)v that appears before
r(x)v in Si . Moreover because of the definition of 7→ro and of 7→co and the fact
that we assume that all values written by write operations are distinct [60],
we have that given r(x)v, ∃w(x)v ∈ H such that w(x)v 7→co r(x)v. Thus, we
have proved point i) of definition 2.5.1.
Now let us prove point ii) of definition 2.5.1. Assume by contradiction
that ∃ an operation o(x)u ∈ Hi+w : (u 6= v) ∧ (w(x)v 7→co o(x)u 7→co r(x)v).
As a read r(x) returns the value written by the last write operation that
precedes r(x) in Si , it follows that o(x)u precedes w(x)v in Si . Consequently,
as the ordering Si respects the relation 7→co , we have (o(x)u 7→co w(x)v) ∨
(op(x)u||w(x)v). This leads to a contradiction.
Lemma 2.5.2 Given a history H, if H is causal consistent then each write
operation ∈ Hi+w is persistent.
Proof We prove that given a history H if H is causal consistent then there
could not exist a write operation w(x)v such that w(x)v is not persistent. By
contradiction let us assume that there exists a write operation w(x)v in H, such
that w(x)v is not persistent. According to definition 2.5.2, as we consider a
write operation w(x)v 0 belonging to H, we have w(x)v 0 7→co w(x)v. Moreover
there exists an infinite number of read operations ri (x) issued by a process
api ∈ H such that each ri (x) returns a value u with u 6= v. Hi+w contains
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infinitely many read operation on variable x. By definition of causal consistent
history (see def. 2.3.5), for each process api there exists a serialization Si
of Hi+w that respect 7→co . So, let α be the rank in Si of the last write
operation on x, namely wlast (x)vlast . Since each write operation may not
indefinitely be delayed α is well defined. On another hand, it follows from the
fact that api reads x infinitely many times that there exist infinitely many
read operations ri (x) that are ordered after wlast (x) (i.e., the rank of such a
read operation in Si is greater than α.). Because of definition 2.2.1, the value
returned by a read operation ri (x) has to be the last value written accordingly
to Si . So since wlast (x) is the last write operation in Si every read operation
ri (x) ordered after wlast (x) has to return vlast . It consequently follows that
process api eventually read the value vlast forever. This means that the write
wlast (x) is persistent. Finally, definition 2.3.5 implies that Si has to respect
7→co . So because, any write operation w(x)v 0 belonging to H is such that
w(x)v 0 7→co w(x)v, we have that w(x)last must be equal to w(x)v. So we
arrive to a contradiction. Since this reasoning may be applied to any write
operation in Hi+w and to any Hi+w , we have proved the lemma.
Theorem 2.5.3 Given a causal consistent history H, every read operation
∈ Hi+w is legal and every write operation ∈ Hi+w is persistent, ∀api ∈ H.
Proof Proved by lemma 2.5.1 and lemma 2.5.2.

2.5.1

Sources of Non-Persistent Behavior

By definition 2.5.2, persistency predicates on object status as perceived by
the application processes that access it. In other words, stating that after a
write operation w(x)v a process has to eventually be able to read v is stronger
than assuming object status to be v. According to this, let us explain possible
causes of non persistency.
As introduced by Afek et al. in [1], the more general fault for a memory
object is a spontaneous change in its value. As a particular case, if the object
spontaneously changes its value into the initial one, written value are not
persistent (definition 2.5.2). So an object that suffers the above said fault is
not persistent. On the other hand, the viceversa is not always true: an object
may be not persistent because of an incorrect implementation of read and
write operations. As a trivial example, consider a protocol that implements a
read/write object x in such way: any time a write operation of a value v is
issued on x, the corresponding value is stored into x; any time a process invokes
a read operation on x, the initial value is returned independently of object real
status. It is simple to understand, that the proposed implementation does not
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allow reads to return any written value into x. So x is not persistent despite
the fact that the object does never spontaneously change its value. In the
following section, we deeply analyze our definition of persistency relating it
with existing works on faulty memory objects.

2.5.2

Related Work

Attiya et al. in [11] give the definition of persistency for a single writer/multireaders atomic read/write object(register), that is: “once a process reads a
particular value, then, unless the value of this register is changed by a write,
every future read of this register may retrieve such a value, regardless of process slow-down or failure”. Herlihy et al. in [43] formalize the concept of
persistency for a multi-writer/multi-reader atomic object. In detail, modelling each operation as a pair of events (invocation and response), they state
that “ if I is an interval (sequence of contiguous events) that does not overlap any write operations, then all read operations that lie within I return the
same value”,[43]. Obviously, the above said definitions are not compliant for
an object where write operations can take effect arbitrarily slowly. According
to this, we introduce a more general definition 2.5.2, which captures the notion
of persistent write without referring to any particular consistency semantics.
Moreover, looking at the lack of persistency as defined in 2.5.2, as a kind
of failure a read/write shared object may suffer, we can relate our work to the
one proposed by Afek et al. in the seminal paper [1] and the one presented
by Jayanti et al. in [44]. In detail, Afek et al. investigate the effect of shared
memory failures in distributed systems. They explicitly defines the problem of
faulty shared objects and they show how to construct fault-tolerant ones. They
consider several memory objects such as safe, regular and atomic read/write
shared objects and more powerful ones such as test-and-set, read-write-modify
etc. The same problem has been independently study by Jayanti et al. in [44].
Afek et al. in [1] recognize a spontaneous change in its value as the most
general fault a shared object may suffer. As explained in section 2.5.1, this
is a possible cause of non persistency. Moreover, even the less general fault
considered by Afek et al., namely occasional miss of a write (a written value
is never available to read), does not match the fact that an object is not
persistent. In detail, a non persistent object may allow some read operations
to return a written value while a miss write w(x)v implies that no read may
return the corresponding value v. Notice that, a non persistent object could
be more dangerous than an object that misses some writes when a uniform
behavior is desirable.
When considering the omission failure proposed by Jayanti et al. in their
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classification of responsive failures, we can find some analogies with the lack of
persistency. In detail, they denote as ⊥ a special value that allows a process
to discover object failure. So “when an object fails by omission, it returns
normal responses to some operation and ⊥ to others, and satisfies the following
property: the object would seem non-faulty if every operation that obtained
the response ⊥ were treated like an incomplete operation that never obtained a
response.” After the write of a value v and in absence of other write operations,
a non persistent object could return to some read operations value v while
returning ⊥ to other ones, where ⊥ is the object initial value. Differently
from omission failure, a process accessing the object will not perceive that the
object is faulty if legality is not violated.
Finally, let us observe that, while considering atomic objects, in their works
Afek et al. and Jayanti et al. do not address sequential, causal and PRAM
consistent read/write shared object.

2.6

Modelling Causality Order and Inter Processes
Communication

Let us consider a set of application processes Π interacting via a given shared
memory X . Given any two processes api and apj belonging to Π, we aim at
understanding which may be the impact of api computation on apj computation and viceversa. In detail, we want to avoid misunderstandings that may
arise in scenarios where each application process api accesses only a subset of
shared variables X , denoted Xi . Let us explain. Application processes interact
only via shared variables. So, given two different processes api and apj such
T
that Xi Xj = ∅, it is conceivable that the computation at api will not affect
the one at apj and viceversa. Unfortunately, this is not the case if X has to
be causal consistent. Due to the transitivity property of the causality order
relation, an operation made by process api on a variable xh ∈ Xi may influence
the result of an operation made by apj on a variable xk ∈ Xj .
In this section, we first introduce the notions of share graph and hoop to
capture variable distribution among processes and their dependencies. Then
we introduce the concept of dependency chain with the aim at pointing out
causality order relations that may arise between operations made by different
processes on a variable x and due to operations made by different processes on
different variables. We will use such formalism in chapter 4 to investigate the
cost of maintaining causal consistency in a partially replicated environment.
For sake of clarity, let us first visualize the partial order induced by the
causality order relation as a graph, [35], that we call causal graph. Notice
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that Baldoni et al. in [19] analogously introduce the causality graph to model
causality order relations in shared memory model. However, differently from
this, we consider all operations belonging to a given history H, that is both
read and write.
Causal Graph Given a finite history H, the irreflexive partial order induced
by the causality relation 7→co on H, may be represented through an acyclic
directed graph , denoted CG and that we call causal graph. Formally,
Definition 2.6.1 Given a history H, a causal graph on H, denoted CG =
(V, E), is an acyclic directed graph such that:
❖

there exists a vertex o ∈ V , for each operation o ∈ OH and

❖

there exists a directed edge between two vertices o1 and o2 if o1 7→co o2
and @ o3 ∈ OH such that o1 7→co o3 and o3 7→co o2 .

Figure 2.1 depicts the causal graph corresponding to history H1 of example
1. Our way to depict the graph is simply to point out program order (vertical
arrows) and read-from order relations (diagonal arrows).
    

   
 

   

   

    

    

Figure 2.1: Causal graph of History H1

2.6.1

The Notion of Share Graph

The share graph is an undirected (symmetric) graph whose vertices are application processes, and an edge (i, j) exists between api and apj iff there exists
a variable x accessed by api and apj (i.e. x ∈ Xi ∩ Xj ). Formally,
Definition 2.6.2 Given a set of application processes Π and a set of shared
variables X , the share graph is an undirected (symmetric) graph SG = (V, E)
such that the following conditions arise:
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❖

there exists a vertex api in V for each application process api ∈ Π and

❖

for each pair of vertices api and apj ∈ V , there exists an edge (i, j)
between api and apj iff there exists at least a variable x such that x ∈
Xi ∩ Xj .

Possibly, each edge (i, j) is labelled with the set of variables shared by api
and apj .
Figure 2.2 depicts an example of share graph representing a system of
three processes api , apj and apk interacting through the following set of shared
variables X = {x1 , x2 }. In particular, Xi = {x1 , x2 }, Xk = {x2 } and Xj =
{x1 }.


x



x
 

Figure 2.2: A share graph
It is simple to notice that each variable x defines a sub-graph C(x) of
SG spanned by the processes which share x (and the edges having x on their
label). This subgraph C(x) is a clique, i.e. there is an edge between every
pair of vertices. The share graph is the union of all cliques C(x). Formally,
S
SG = x∈X C(x).
In the example depicted in Figure 2.2, we have the following cliques:
i) C(x1 ) = (Vx1 , Ex1 ) where Vx1 = {api , apj } and Ex1 = {(i, j)},
ii) C(x2 ) = (Vx2 , Ex2 ) where Vx2 = {api , apk } and Ex2 = {(i, k)}.
Given a variable x, we call x-hoop, any path of SG, between two distinct
processes in C(x), whose intermediate vertices do not belong to C(x) (figure
2.3). Formally,
Definition 2.6.3 (Hoop) Given a variable x and two processes apa and apb
in C(x), we say that there is a x-hoop between apa and apb (or simply a hoop,
if no confusion arises), if there exists a path [apa = ap0 , ap1 , . . . , apk = apb ]
in SG such that:
i) aph 6∈ C(x) (1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1) and
ii) each consecutive pair (aph−1 , aph ) shares a variable xh such that xh 6= x
(1 ≤ h ≤ k)
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Figure 2.3: An x-hoop
Let us remark that the notion of hoop depends only on the distribution of
shared variables on the processes, i.e. on the topology of the corresponding
share graph. In particular, it is independent of any particular history.
Definition 2.6.4 (Minimal Hoop) An x-hoop [apa = ap0 , ap1 , . . . , apk =
pb ] is said to be minimal, iff i) each edge of the hoop is labelled with a different
variable and ii) none of the edge label is shared by processes apa and apb .

2.6.2

Hoops and Dependency Chain

The following concept of dependency chain aims at capturing the causality
order relations that may arise between operations performed by processes belonging to an hoop.
Definition 2.6.5 (Dependency chain) Let [pa , . . . , pb ] an x-hoop in a share
graph SG and H be a history where CG is the corresponding causality graph.
We say that H includes an x-dependency chain along this hoop if there exist
two operations oa (x) and ob (x) ∈ OH such that the two following conditions
hold:
1. oa = wa (x)v;
2. ∃ a path [oa (x), . . . , ob (x)] in CG that contains at least one operation for
each api belonging to the hoop.
We also say that oa (x) and ob (x) are the initial and the final operations
of the x-dependency chain from wa (x)v to ob (x). Notice that by definition
2.6.1, such dependency chain implies that oa (x) 7→co ob (x). So, since ob (x)
may be both a read or a write operation, to not violate causal consistency we
respectively have to guarantee that i) if ob (x) = rb (x) then it has to return a
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Figure 2.4: A history H containing an x-dependency chain from wa (x)v to
ob (x)
value that is not causally precedent to v and ii) if ob (x) = wb (x)v 0 then any
application process that reads both value v and v 0 , has to read v and then v 0 .
Figure 2.4 depicts a history H containing an x-dependency chain from
wa (x)v to ob (x). Let us finally remark that while the causality order relation
is between two operations performed on variable x, namely wa (x)v and ob (x),
it has arisen because of operations performed by other processes on variables
xh 6= x.

2.7

Static and Dynamic Distributed Systems

In this work, we study causal memory implementations provided that application processes are running in a distributed system consisting in a set of nodes
interconnected by a communication network. In particular, we consider two
main system models, respectively a static fault-free distributed system characterized by a fixed set of processes (section 2.7.1) and a dynamic one, in
which there may be an infinite number of processes joining and leaving the
system deliberately or by crashing (section 2.7.2). In both cases, the system
is asynchronous, i.e. message transfer delay is unpredictable but is finite and
there is no bound on the relative process speeds, despite the fact that the time
taken by a process to execute a computational step is finite.

2.7.1

Static System Model

The shared memory abstraction is traditionally implemented by a memory
consistency system(MCS) on top of a message passing system[12]. Roughly
speaking the memory consistency system provides shared memory emulation
by using local memory at each node and some protocol executed by the MCS
processes.
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Figure 2.5: Static system architecture
On each node i there is an application process api and a MCS process pi
[12], as depicted in Figure 2.5. An application process api invokes an operation
through its local MCS process pi which is in charge of the actual execution of
the operation. From now onwards we shall usually refer to MCS process as
simply a process.
Replication towards concurrency Most protocols run by the MCS protocol to implement causal memory support replication of variables in order to
exploit concurrency permitted by causal consistency. Replicating variables in
the local memory of nodes allows processes to simultaneously access a same
variable. On the other hand, replication introduces complexity in consistency
management, i.e. MCS system must guarantee consistency of value read despite of concurrent variable updates. According to this, protocols run by MCS
processes may be classified in invalidation protocols (outdated replicas are invalidated) or propagation-based protocols (written values are propagated in
the system)[21], [29].
Distributed Computation at MCS Operationally, a history H corresponds to a sequence of events Ei produced at each MCS process pi by a
protocol P implementing the MCS level. Events belonging to Ei are ordered
by the relation <i . In detail, e <i e0 means that both e and e0 occurred
at pi and e occurred first. We denote as Ei |e the prefix of Ei until e (not
included). The collection of sequences Ei , one for each MCS process, is denoted as E = hE1 , ...Em i. Events belonging to E are ordered by Lamport’s
“happened before” relation [50] denoted by →. Formally, given two events e
and e0 belonging to E, e → e0 iff one of the following conditions holds: (i) e
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<i e0 ; (ii) e is the sending of a message m and e0 is the receipt of m or (iii)
there exists e00 such that e → e00 and e00 → e0 . Then, let e and e0 be two
events belonging to E, e and e0 are concurrent w.r.t. →, denoted by e || e0 ,
if and only if ¬(e → e0 ) and ¬(e0 → e). The partial order induced by → on
b = {E, →}. The set of messages sent in a
E is the distributed computation E
b is denoted as M b .
distributed computation E
E

2.7.2

Dynamic System Model

We consider the infinite arrival model proposed by Aguilera et al. in [3]: the
system consists of possibly infinitely many processes, runs can have infinitely
many processes, but in each time interval only finitely many processes take
steps.
In order to implement objects in this environment, we adopt the client/server
paradigm and the related failure model proposed in [26]. In detail, as depicted
in Figure 2.6, components of the system are logically separated into: client
processes3 , object entities and object manager processes.
clients

c1

c2

…

…

cj

object x

object entities
(v i r t u a l s e r v e r s )

o1

…

o2

on

mapping

object managers
(current servers)
process 1

process 2

process i

process k

Figure 2.6: Dynamic system architecture
Each object x is implemented by a finite number n of virtual servers, also
called object entities {o1 , o2 , . . . , on }. Each object entity is characterized by an univocal virtual identifier and a state. In particular, oj denotes the
j − th object entity and its state is its current value.
Each object entity oi is implemented by an object manager process
which is in charge of the actual execution of read/write operations invoked
3

We refer to client process, both to refer to the application process that invokes the
operations and to the client side process that together with object manager processes, is in
charge of the actual execution of such operations.
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by client processes. An object manager process is identified by the identity of the object entity it is in charge of. Since at each time, each object
entity is incarnated by a single object manager process, sometimes we denote
as oi both the object entity and the corresponding object manager process.
Failure Model
A process (client or object manager) may crash, that is, it halts prematurely.
A crashed process does not recover. This means that, from a practical point
of view, a process that crashes, can re-enter the system with a new identity.
A process that does not crash is correct otherwise it is faulty.
We treat the deliberate leave of an object manager as a crash. If an object
manager leaves the system, deliberately or by crashing, if a new object
manager will replace that previous one it will assume the same virtual identity. As an example, in Figure 2.6, the process i crashes and it is replaced by
process k. Moreover, the new object manager process is not able to retrieve
any state the crashed process passed through during its execution. According
to this, processes crashes are associated with object entity memory losses, i.e.
the object entity returns to its initial status. To model possible infinite alternation of peers incarnating an object entity, these losses can be an infinite
large number. This dynamic system model nicely captures for example the
basic behavior of structured P2P systems, [67], [71], [75].
We assume that each time an object manager process leaves the system,
there exists a new one that replaces the previous one. For what said, each
object entity oi is characterized by a sequence of object managers, denoted obi .
Let us remark that the mapping between object entities and object manager
processes can be realized through well-known technologies such as Domain
Name Server (DNS), Distributed Hash Table (DHT) etc. This technologies
include mechanisms providing a good support for maintaining a stable set of
server processes.
Comparison with the Crash-Recovery Model The failure model we
consider is strictly related to the crash-recovery model where no stable storage is provided. The crash of an object manager process and the corresponding
process replacement may be seen as the object entity incarnated by such processes, crashes and then recoveries without being able to retrieve any state it
passed through. Notice that in order to rule out undesirable process behavior,
in a crash recovery model it is usually assumed that the process is aware it
has crashed and recovered. We do not make such assumption.
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Communication Model
Processes communicate exchanging messages over fair-loss point-to-point channels [54]. Fair-loss channels abstract the natural unreliability of dynamic networks where nodes can join, leave or crash at any time. They capture the
possibility of messages to be lost when transiting in such networks while ensuring a non zero probability for a message to be received. As an example in
structured peer-to-peer overlay networks (e.g., [71], [75]) messages are routed
in a small number of hops along the overlay. When nodes join or leave, the
overlay automatically reconfigures. But messages may be incorrectly routed
or lost because a large fraction of nodes leaves (possibly simultaneously) or
crash or the network partitions.

Chapter 3

Optimal Propagation-based
Protocols implementing
Causal Memories
In this chapter, in the context of traditional distributed systems (section 2.7.1)
we define optimality for distributed causal memory implementations. Especially, we first formally characterize Complete Replication and Propagation
based protocols (CRP), then we provide an optimality criterion for such class
of protocols. Finally, we present an optimal protocol to implement a distributed causal consistent shared memory and we point out the non-optimality
of previously proposed protocols belonging to the given class.
Part of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [15]
and [18].

3.1

Complete Replication and Propagation based
Protocols

We consider traditional distributed systems implementations 2.7.1. We assume complete replication of variables at each MCS process pi . This means
that each process pi endows a copy of each variable xh ∈ X , denoted xih . We
also assume that the protocol run by MCS processes is a propagation-based
protocol. Roughly speaking, this means that every time an application process api issues a write operation, the corresponding MCS process pi updates
the local copy of the memory and propagates such write by sending update
messages to all other MCS processes in the system. On the other hand, every
time an application process api issues a read operation on a variable xh , the
29
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corresponding MCS process pi simply returns to api the value locally stored
in xih .
We assume MCS processes communicate by exchanging messages through
a reliable broadcast primitive [40]. To send a broadcast message a MCS process invokes the RELcast(m) primitive while the underlying layer of a MCS
process invokes the RELrcv(m) primitive which is an upcall used to receive
m by the MCS process. Any protocol consists of procedures and message
handlers. Each procedure/message handler is composed of a finite sequence
of statements which can be blocking or non-blocking. A statement execution produces an event. In a complete replication and propagation based
protocol (CRP), procedures implementing read/write operations contain only
non-blocking statements and they are atomically executed. Runs of a CRP
protocol generate the following list of events at a process pi :
❖

Message send event. The execution of RELcast(m) primitive at a process pi generates the event sendi (m).

❖

Message receipt event. receipti (m) corresponds to the receipt of a message m by pi through the execution of the RELrcv(m) primitive.

❖

Apply event. The event applyi (wj (xh )v) corresponds to the application
of the value written by the write operation wj (xh )v to the local copy,
i.e., v is stored into xih at pi .

❖

Return event. returni (xh , v) corresponds to the return of the value
stored in pi ’s local copy xih .

Therefore, apply events and return events are internal events while the
others involve communication.
Operations towards Events From the point of view of the mapping between operations and events, a CRP protocol communicating via reliable
broadcast is characterized by the following pattern:
❖

Each time a MCS process pi executes a read operation ri (x)v, pi eventually produces an event returni (x, v).

❖

Each time a MCS process pi executes a write operation wi (xh )v, an update message corresponding to wi (xh )v, denoted as mwi (xh )v , is dispatched to all other MCS processes through RELcast(mwi (xh )v ), i.e.
sendi (mwi (xh )v ) is produced.

3.1. COMPLETE REPLICATION AND PROPAGATION BASED
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❖
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Each time a MCS process pi receives from the underlying network an update message sent during the execution of a write operation wj (xh )v, pi
produces an event receipti (mwj (xh )v ) and a new message handler thread
is spawned to handle the local application of the update (i.e., the occurrence of the event applyi (wj (xh )v).

Activation predicate When an MCS process pi receives an update message, it chooses which is the appropriate instant to locally apply the update,
as long as the resulting computation is causal consistent. From an operational
point of view, upon the receipt of an update message wj (xh )v, a message handler thread is spawned at pi to test a local activation predicate 1 aiming at
maintaining causal consistency, denoted A(mwj (xh )v , e) where mwj (xh )v ∈ MEb
and e ∈ E.
That predicate, initially set to false, checks if the update mwj (xh )v is
ready to be locally applied at pi or not, just after the occurrence of the
event e. If A(mwj (xh )v , receipti (mwj (xh )v )) is true, then the applyi (wj (xh )v)
event can be scheduled by the local operating system underlying pi . Note
that when an activation predicate flips to true it will last true forever. If
A(mwj (xh )v , receipti (mwj (xh )v )) is false then the local update of xh at pi is
delayed (by suspending the associated thread). A suspended thread handling mwj (xh )v is activated as soon as the predicate A(mwj (xh )v , e) flips to true
and then the apply event is ready to be scheduled by the operating system.
This behavior can be abstracted through a wait statement, i.e., wait until
(A(mwj (xh )v , e)). If a thread is suspended at pi , it will spin on the local activation predicate A(mwj (xh )v , e) till it becomes true. We assume that the
scheduler of the operating system is fair, i.e. it never consecutively schedules
the same type of event an infinite number of times.
Two CRP protocols using a reliable broadcast differ from each other on
the definition of the local activation predicate used to control threads handling
update messages at a process. Thus, in the following we denote as P =
{P, P 0 , ...} all CRP protocols following the above pattern in which each one
may have its own predicate AP . Clearly, an activation predicate of a protocol
is required to activate threads in order to maintain causal consistency (safety
w.r.t. 7→co ). However, as will be seen later, an activation predicate may be
stronger than necessary to ensure causal consistency, i.e. it can suspend a
thread for a time longer than necessary. In this case we say that the protocol
is not optimal. To formally state the notions of safety and optimality, we
need to map causality order relations at application level to some ordering
1

We assume that each process runs the same code.
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relation between events at M CS level. To this aim, first we introduce a
co
relation denoted as → on events generated by a protocol P ∈ P executing
co
some history H. Second we point out the relation between → and 7→co and
we use such relation to define and prove the notions of safety and optimality.
co

3.2

The → relation
co

The → relation induces a partial order on the send events of update messages
at MCS level. Formally,
Definition 3.2.1 Given a history H, let w(x)a and w(y)b be two write opb be a computation generated by a protocol
erations belonging to OH and E
co
P ∈ P executing H. sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ) iff one of the following
conditions holds:
1. sendj (mw(x)a ) <k sendk (mw(y)b ) and j = k
2. sendj (mw(x)a ) : j 6= k, returnk (x, a) <k sendk (mw(y)b )
co

co

3. ∃ sendi (mw(z)c ) : sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendi (mw(z)c ) → sendk (mw(y)b )
co

Two send events sendj (m), sendk (m0 ) ∈ E are concurrent w.r.t. →, deco
0
0
co sendk (m ), if and only if ¬(sendj (m) → sendk (m )) and
noted by sendj (m)||→
co
¬(sendk (m0 ) → sendj (m)).
co

Relation between → and Lamport’s happened before If two send
co
events sendj (mw(x)a ) and sendk (mw(y)b ) are related by → then they are also
related by the happened before. The converse is not necessarily true. If
sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ) and k 6= j but no return event occurs in the
co sendk (mw(y)b ). Therefore, the following property
run, then sendj (mw(x)a )||→
holds:
Property 3.2.1 Let w(x)a and w(y)b be two write operations belonging to
b be a computation generated by a protocol P ∈ P executing H. We
OH and E
co
have: sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ) ⇒ sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b )
co

Relation between → and 7→co .
The relation 7→co induces a partial order on the read/write operations executed at application level. For each protocol P ∈ P, the execution by apk of a
write operation w(x)a, corresponds to the execution by pk of a write procedure

CO
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generating a sequence of events that contains sendk (w(x)a). Moreover, the execution by api of a read operation ri (x)a corresponds to the execution by pi
of a read procedure generating an event sequence that contains returni (x)a.
Since, for each protocol P ∈ P, any procedure of P contains only non-blocking
statements and it is atomically executed, then there exists a one-to-one mapping between (i) a write executed at application level and the send event of the
update message, carrying the value written by that write, generated at MCS
level, (ii) a read executed at application level and the return event, returning
the value read by that read, generated at MCS level. That one-to-one mapco
ping allows → to induce a partial order on send events reflecting the partial
order induced by 7→co on operations. Formally, the following property holds:
Property 3.2.2 Let w(x)a and w(y)b be two write operations belonging to
b be a computation generated by a protocol P ∈ P executing H. We
OH and E
have
co
sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ) ⇔ w(x)a 7→co w(y)b
Proof
co

(⇒) sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ) means that one of the following condition holds:
1. sendj (mw(x)a ) <k sendk (mw(y)b ) and j = k
2. sendj (mw(x)a ) :
j 6= k, returnk (x, a) <k sendk (mw(y)b )
3. ∃sendi (mw(z)c ) :
co
co
sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendi (mw(z)c ) → sendk (mw(y)b )
Case 1. sendj (mw(x)a ) <k sendk (mw(y)b ) and j = k. In this case pk
has generated two events of update message sending, one for the write
w(x)a and one for the write w(y)b. Since pk runs a protocol P ∈ P,
it means that apk has issued both w(x)a and w(y)b. Assuming a write
execution as atomic and wait-free (write procedure only constituted by
non-blocking statements), then w(x)a has been issued and completed
before the issue and completion of w(y)b. It means that w(x)a 7→k w(y)b.
Case 2. sendj (mw(x)a ) : j 6= k, returnk (x, a) <k sendk (mw(y)b ). In this
case pj has generated an event of update message sending for w(x)a.
Since pj runs a protocol P ∈ P, it means that apj has issued w(x)a.
The same holds for pk , i.e. apk has issued w(y)b. Moreover, pk before
generating sendk (mw(y)b ) has generated a return event returning the
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value written by w(x)a. Since pk runs a protocol P ∈ P, it means
that apk has issued a read operation r(x)a. Assuming an operation
execution as atomic and wait-free, it means that at apk , r(x)a 7→k w(y)b.
Moreover, as apk reads a value written by a write w(x)a issued by another
process apj , it follows that w(x) 7→ro r(x)a. Then, by the transitive
property of 7→co , w(x)a 7→co w(y)b.
co

Case 3. This is the transitive closure of →. From the above points it
follows that w(x)a 7→co w(y)b.
(⇐) When program order holds for writes invoked by an application process
co
apk , the first condition of → holds for the corresponding update messages
sent by the MCS process pk . When read-from order holds, a MCS process
co
pk has returned the value a. From the second condition of → all send
events sendk (mw(x)b ) generated by pk after returnk (x, a) are such that
co
sendj (mw(x)a ) → sendk (mw(y)b ). When the transitive closure holds, the
co
third condition of → holds, as well. Then the claim follows.

3.3

Safety

Roughly speaking, by definition 2.3.5, an MCS level running a safe protocol
w.r.t. 7→co has to ensure that, as we consider a history H, given two write
operations w(x)v and w(x)v 0 belonging to H and such that w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 ,
if an application process api reads both values v and v 0 , then api first reads
v and then v 0 . In order to assure safety w.r.t. 7→co , the causality order relations among operations invoked at application level have to be preserved at
MCS level. In detail, a protocol P ∈ P is safe with respect to 7→co , if for
every pair of write operations w(x)v and w(x)v 0 such that w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 ,
applyi (w(x)v) <i applyi (w(x)v 0 ) for every i ∈ {1 . . . n}. By Property 3.2.2,
this means that P is safe with respect to 7→co if and only if the order on local
update applications at each MCS process is compliant with the order induced
co
by → on send events of updates.
Formally:
b be a distributed computation genDefinition 3.3.1 (Safe Protocol P ) Let E
erated by P ∈ P. P is safe iff
co

∀ mw , mw0 ∈ MEb : (sendj (mw ) → sendk (mw0 ) ⇒
∀ i ∈ {1 . . . n}, applyi (w) <i applyi (w0 ))
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Any protocol P maintains safety through its activation predicate. An
activation predicate of a safe protocol has to stop the immediate application
co
of any update message mw arrived out-of-order w.r.t. →. Then, P allows
the application of the delayed update (i.e., AP (mw , e) flips to true) only after
all mw ’s preceding updates have been applied. Therefore, AP (mw , e) remains
false at pi at least during the time in which there exists a message mw0 such
co
that sendj (mw0 ) → sendk (mw ) and mw0 has not yet been applied at pi .

3.4

Optimality

Informally, a protocol P is optimal if its activation predicate AP (mw , e) is
false at a process pi , only if there exists an update message mw0 such that
co
sendj (mw0 ) → sendk (mw ) and mw0 has not yet been applied at pi . Note that
optimality does not imply safety. An optimal protocol may apply updates
co
in arrival order regardless of the order imposed by →, however if it delays
the application of an update mw it does that for a “good reason”, since the
co
message is out of order with respect to →. An optimal protocol is formally
defined as follows:
b be a distributed computation
Definition 3.4.1 (Optimal Protocol) Let E
generated by P ∈ P. P is optimal iff
∀ mw ∈ MEb , ∀ e ∈ E where receipti (mw ) <i e,
¬AP (mw , e) ⇒ ¬AOpt (mw , e)
where
AOpt (mw , e) ≡ @ mw0 ∈ MEb :
co

( sendj (mw0 ) → sendk (mw ) ∧ applyi (w0 ) 6∈ Ei |e )
Then, from Property 3.2.2, each process running an optimal protocol, delays the application of an update message corresponding to a write w only if
there exists at least another update message not yet applied carrying a write
w0 such that w0 7→co w.
Relation between AOpt (mw , e) and Safety. From the definition of AOpt (mw , e),
it follows that each protocol P equipped with the activation predicate AOpt (mw , e)
is safe. In particular the activation predicate returns true at a process pi , only
co
after all updates, such that their corresponding send events preceding (for →
) the send event of mw , have been also applied. Then we can also say that
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for each safe (even not optimal) protocol P , AP ⇒ AOpt . For this reason an
optimal and safe protocol P has a local activation predicate at each process
AP ≡ AOpt .

3.4.1

AN BKH Protocol

In the seminal paper [7], Ahamad et al. proposed a CRP protocol (hereafter
referred to by AN BKH) implementing a causal consistent memory on top of
a message passing system emulating a reliable broadcast primitive. AN BKH
is actually an instance of the general protocol described in Section 3.1, i.e.
AN BKH ∈ P. AN BKH schedules the local application of updates at a
process according to the order established by the happened-before relation of
their corresponding send events. This is obtained by causally ordering message
deliveries through a Fidge-Mattern system of vector clocks which considers
apply events as relevant events [24]. In AN BKH the activation predicate for
each received message mw(y)b at each process pi , denoted AAN BKH (mw(y)b , e),
is the following:
@ mw(x)a :
(sendj (mw(x)a → sendk (mw(y)b , ) ∧ applyi (w(x)a) 6∈ Ei |e )
Because of such predicate, AN BKH is not optimal even though it is safe.
AAN BKH (mw , e) may be false even in the case each apply event related to
a write causally preceding w has occurred. To clarify this point, Figure 3.1
depicts a run generated by AN BKH compliant with history of Example 1.
Let us consider the computation at process p3 . When p3 receives the
update message mw2 (x2 )b , the thread associated with the receipt is spawned
and an instance of the predicate AAN BKH is created and is set to false. Figure
3.1 shows the evolution of the values of the predicates Aopt and AAN BKH
associated with the message mw2 (x2 )b at p3 .
Upon the receipt of mw1 (x1 )a and the consecutive application of that update
apply3 (w1 (x1 )a), AAN BKH (mw2 (x2 )b , apply3 (w1 (x1 )a)) remains false. This is
because there is another message, namely mw1 (x1 )c , which has not yet arrived
at p3 and such that send1 (mw1 (x1 )c ) → send2 (mw2 (x2 )b ). However at this
point, each AOpt (mw2 (x2 )b , apply(w1 (x1 )a)) will flip to true. Formally, the nonoptimality of AN BKH can be expressed as follows: there exists a distributed
b = {E, →} produced by AN BKH such that
computation E
∃ m ∈ MEb , ∃ e ∈ Ei :
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send1(mw1(x1)a)
p1

apply1(w1(x 1)c)

apply2(w1(x1 )a) return2(x1,a)
receipt2(mw1(x1)a)

apply2(w1(x 1)c)

receipt2(mw1(x1)c)

apply1 (w3 ( x2)d)

apply1(w2(x2)b)

receipt2 (mw3( x2)d)

apply2(w2(x 2)b)

send2(mw2(x2)b )

apply2 (w3 ( x2)d)

receipt3(mw1(x1)a)
p3

receipt1 (mw3( x2)d)

receipt1(mw2(x2)b)

send1 (mw1 (x1)c )

apply1(w1(x1)a)

p2
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apply3(w1(x1)c)

receipt3(mw2(x2)b) apply3(w1 (x1)a) receipt3(mw1(x1)c )
AOptP(mw2(x2)b, e)

false

return3( x 2,b) apply3 (w3 ( x2)d)

apply3(w2(x 2)b) send3(mw3( x2)d)
true

false

true

AANBKH(mw2(x2)b, e)

event

Figure 3.1: A run of AN BKH compliant with the history of Example 1

(AAN BKH (m, e) = f alse ∧ AOpt (m, e) = true)
AN BKH is not optimal because of the well-known inability of the “happened
before” relation to map in a one-to-one way, cause-effect relations at the application level into relations at the implementation level. This phenomenon is
called “false causality” 2 .

3.4.2

An optimal CRP Protocol (OptP )

The CRP protocol presented in this section (hereafter OptP ) relies on a system
of vector clocks, denoted W riteco , which characterizes 7→co 3 . The procedures
executed by a MCS process are depicted in Figure 5.1, 5.2 and 3.4. In the
following we detail first the data structures and then the protocol behavior.
2

The false causality notion has been first identified by Lamport [50], then it has received
more attention by Cheriton and Skeen [27] and by Tarafdar and Garg [72] in the context of
causal message ordering and distributed predicate detection respectively.
3
The formal notion of system of vector clocks is given in the following where protocol
correctness proof is presented.
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Data Structures
Each MCS process pi manages4 the following local data structures:
Apply[1...n]: an array of integers (initially set to zero). The component
Apply[j] is the number of write operations sent by pj and applied at pi .
W riteco [1..n]: an array of integers (initially set to zero). Each write operation wi (xh )a is associated with a vector W riteco , denoted wi (xh )a.W riteco .
wi (xh )a.W riteco [j] = k means that k-th write operation invoked by the application process apj is the last write operation invoked by apj preceding wi (xh )a
with respect to 7→co .
LastW riteOn[1..m, 1..n]: an array of vectors. The component LastW riteOn[h, ∗]
indicates the W riteco value of the last write operation on xh executed at pi .
Each component is initialized to [0, 0, ..., 0].
Protocol Behavior
When a MCS process pi wants to perform wi (xh )v, it atomically executes the
procedure write(xh ,v), depicted in Figure 5.1. In particular, pi increments
by one the W riteco [i] component to take the program order relation of api
into account (line 1) and then it sends an update message mwi (xh )v to all
MCS processes (line 2). This message piggybacks the variable xh , the value
v and the current value of W riteco , i.e. the W riteco associated with wi (xh )v.
Then pi stores value v in its local variable xh 5 (line 3) and updates the control structures (lines 4,5). In particular, LastW riteOn[h] is set equal to the
wi (xh ).W riteco .
write(xh ,v)
1 W riteco [i] := W riteco [i] + 1;
2 RELcast(m(xh , v, Writeco ));
3 xih := v;
4 Apply[i] := Apply[i] + 1;
5 LastW riteOn[h] := W riteco ;

% tracking 7→i %
% send event %
% apply event %
% storing wi (xh )v.W riteco %

Figure 3.2: Write procedure performed by the MCS process pi
When a MCS process pi wants to perform a read operation on xh , it
atomically executes the procedure read(xh ) depicted in Figure 5.2. At line
4

For clarity of exposition, we omit the subscript related to the identifier of process pi
from the data structures.
5
When pi receives a self-sent message, it discards the message.
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1, pi incorporates in the local copy of W riteco the causality order relations
tracked in the W riteco vector associated with the last write operation w, which
wrote xh and stored in LastW riteOn[h]. This is done through a component
wise maximum between the two vectors. Then the requested value is returned.
read(xh )
1 ∀k ∈ [1..n], W riteco [k] := max(W riteco [k], LastW riteOn[h].W riteco [k]);
2 return(xih );

% tracking 7→ro %
% return event %

Figure 3.3: Read procedure performed by the MCS process pi
Each time an update message mwu (xh )v sent by pu arrives at pi , a new
thread is spawned. The code of this thread is depicted in Figure 3.4.
1
2
3
4
5

when (receipt(m(xh , v, Wco )) occurs and m was sent by pu and (u 6= i)) do
wait until ((∀ t 6= u Wco [t] ≤ Apply[t]) and (Apply[u] = Wco [u] − 1))
% AoptP (m,e) %
xih := v;
% apply event %
Apply[u] := Apply[u] + 1;
LastW riteOn[h] := Wco ;
% storing wu (xh )v.W riteco %

Figure 3.4: pi ’s communication thread
If the condition of line 2 in Figure 3.4 is verified, i.e. the activation predicate of OptP holds, the thread is executed atomically, otherwise pi ’s thread
waits until the activation predicate at line 2 is verified to respect 7→co . This
means that the vector Wco in m, i.e. wu (xh )v.W riteco , does not bring any
causality order relation unknown to pi (i.e. ∀ t 6= u : wu (xh )v.W riteco [t] ≤
Apply[t] and for the sender component u, Apply[u] = wu (xh )v.W riteco [u] − 1).
If there exists t 6= u such that wu (xh )v.Wco [t] > Apply[t] or Apply[u] <
wu (xh )v.W riteco [u] − 1, this means that pu is aware of a write operation w
which precedes wu (xh )v with respect to 7→co and that has not been yet executed at pi . Then the thread is suspended till the execution of such a write at
pi . Once the condition becomes true, lines 3 to 5 are executed atomically.
Figure 3.5 shows a run of the protocol with the evolution of the local
data structures related to W riteco . In particular, a local data structure is
depicted each time its value changes. To make Figure 3.5 readable, we do
not show the evolution of LastW riteOn at process p1 . When p2 receives
the update message mw1 (x1 )a , it compares w1 (x1 )a.W riteco with its local
Apply. Since w1 (x1 )a.W riteco is equal to [1, 0, 0], p2 can immediately apply the value a to its own copy x21 . Then ap2 executes r2 (x1 ) which returns
the value a establishing in this way a read-from relation between w1 (x1 )a and
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r2 (x1 )a. During the w2 (x2 )b’s execution, p2 broadcasts mw2 (x2 )b piggybacking
w2 (x2 )b.W riteco = [1, 1, 0]. It must be noticed that w2 (x2 )b.W riteco does not
keep track of w1 (x1 )c even though it has already been applied when p2 issues
w2 (x2 )b. This is due to the fact that the application process ap2 does not read
the value x1 = c and thus w2 (x2 )b||co w1 (x1 )c. When MCS process p3 receives
the update message mw2 (x2 )b , it cannot apply b to its copy x32 as there exists a
write operation, namely w1 (x1 )a, whose update has not arrived at p3 yet and
w1 (x1 )a 7→co w2 (x2 )b. Therefore the predicate triggering the wait statement
at line 2 in Figure 3.4 is false. Let us finally remark that p3 can apply b to
its own x2 ’s copy even if it has not already received mw1 (x1 )c , because w2 (x2 )b
and w1 (x1 )c are concurrent w.r.t. 7→co .
p1

send1(m w1(x1)a ) apply1(w1(x1 )a) send1(m w1(x1)c)
1
0
0

2

1

apply1(w3(x2)d)

0

0

0

apply1 (w2 (x2)b)

2

0

0

apply1(w1 (x1)c)

1

0

1
0
receipt2 (m w1(x1)a )

return2 (x1,a)
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Figure 3.5: A run of OptP compliant with the history of Example 1.

A remark on propagation based protocols using partial replication.
In a partially replicated environment a variable is replicated only at a subset
of processes. These processes are the owners of the variable. Only an owner
of a variable can read from and write to it. Then, there are only two main
differences between a propagation based protocol using partial replication versus using complete replication: (i) upon a write on a variable x issued by x’s
owner, an update message is multicast to all other owners of x; (ii) let m be
the number of shared variables, the control information piggybacked onto an
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update message is a matrix of size n × m. Then, even a propagation based
protocol using partial replication has to be equipped with an activation predico
cate to delay updates arrived, at an owner, in an order not compliant with →.
For this reason, the optimality definition applies even in this case, by stating
the condition to avoid unnecessary blocking of an applicable update.
Correctness Proof
In this section we first prove that W riteco is a system of vector clocks charco
acterizing 7→co and → (as the classical vector clock system characterizes →).
We finally prove that OptP is safe, live and optimal. Let us first introduce a
notation that we will use in the rest of the paper and two observations whose
proofs follow directly from the inspection of the code of Section 5.5.2.
Notation w 7→kco w0 with k ≥ 1 means there exists a sequence of k 7→co
relations w 7→co w1 7→co . . . wh 7→co wh+1 7→co . . . wk−1 7→co wk 7→co w0 and
for any relation wh 7→co wh+1 does not exist a write operation w00 such that
wh 7→co w00 7→co wh+1 .
Observation 1 Each component of W riteco does not decrease.
Observation 2 w is the k th write operation invoked by the application process
api ⇔ w.W riteco [i] = k.
Proof Since OptP ∈ P, if w is the k th write operation invoked by the application process api , then w is the k th write operation executed by the MCS
process pi . During w’s execution, i.e. during the write procedure of Fig. 5.1,
pi assigns to w the vector clock W riteco [i] = k (line 1).
W riteco is a system of vector clocks characterizing 7→co . This means
that for any pair of write operations w and w0 , it is possible to understand if
w 7→co w0 or w0 7→co w or w||co w0 by comparing w.W riteco and w0 .W riteco .
Let W riteco = (w.W riteco |w ∈ OH ) denote the set of vector clocks values
associated to each write by the protocol of Section 5.5.2. Let V and V 0 be
two vectors with the same number of components. We define the following
relations on these vectors:
❖

V ≤ V 0 ⇔ ∀k : V [k] ≤ V 0 [k] and

❖

V < V 0 ⇔ (V ≤ V 0 ∧ (∃k : V [k] < V 0 [k]).
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We denote as V ||V 0 ⇔ ¬(V < V 0 ) and ¬(V 0 < V ).
We will now show that the system of vector clocks (W riteco , <) characterizes 7→co . Formally:
∀ w, w0 : w 6= w0 , (w 7→co w0 ⇔ w.W riteco < w0 .W riteco ) ∧
∀ w, w0 : w 6= w0 , (w||co w0 ⇔ w.W riteco ||w0 .W riteco ).
Lemma 3.4.1 ∀ wi , wj
wj .W riteco )

∈ OH : wi 6= wj , (wi 7→co wj ⇒ wi .W riteco <

Proof Let us consider the notation wi 7→kco wj . The proof is by induction on
the value of k.
Basic step. wi 7→1co wj ⇒ wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco
We distinguish two cases:
(1) i = j. This means that wi and wj have been invoked by the same application process api . Then, wi and wj have been executed by the same MCS
process pi according to the program order. Each time a MCS process executes
a write operation, it performs the write procedure in Figure 5.1. According
to line 1 of Figure 5.1, each time pi executes a write operation, it increments W riteco [i]. Due to Observation 3, if wi precedes wj in api program
order then wi .W riteco [i] < wj .W riteco [i]. Therefore the claim follows (i.e.,
wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco ).
(2) i 6= j. There exists a read operation invoked by the application process
apj , denoted rj (xh ), such that wi (xh ) 7→ro rj (xh ) and rj (xh ) 7→po wj . apj can
read the value written by wi because (1) wi has been applied at pj and (2) wi
is the last write on xh before pj executes rj (xh ). For this reason, pj has set
LastW riteOn[h] := wi (xh ).W riteco (line 5 of the synchronization thread in
Fig. 3.4). Then, when pj executes line 1 of the read procedure (Figure 5.2)
we have W riteco ≥ wi (xh ).W riteco . Since each time a process pj executes a
write operation, it increments W riteco and from Observation 3, the next write
operation executed by pj , denoted wj , is associated with a W riteco such that
wj .W riteco > wi .W riteco . Therefore the claim follows.
0
0
Inductive Step. wi 7→k>1
wj then: (i) ∃ w : wi 7→k−1
w . By the inco
co
0
0
ductive hypothesis we have: wi .W riteco < w .W riteco , and (ii) w 7→1co wj .
0
Because of Basic Step w .W riteco < wj .W riteco . From (i) and (ii), it follows: wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco .
Lemma 3.4.2 ∀ wi , wj
wi 7→co wj )

∈ OH : wi 6= wj , (wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco ⇒

Proof The proof is by contradiction. We have two cases:
1) let us suppose wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco and wj 7→co wi . From Lemma 1, if
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wj 7→co wi then wj .W riteco < wi .W riteco , therefore we have a contradiction.
2) let us assume wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco and wi ||co wj . The first condition
implies (wi .W riteco [i] = h) ≤
(wj .W riteco [i] = k). We have two cases:
2.1) k = h. From Observation 4, wj .W riteco [i] = k means that the application
process apj has read the value written by the k-th write operation invoked by api
(i.e., wi ), therefore wi 7→co wj . This contradicts the hypothesis that wi ||co wj .
2.2) k > h. In this case, apj has read the value written by the k-th write
operation invoked by api (from Observation 4), denoted w0 , and then it has
written wj . This means that w0 7→co wj . Since h < k, wi 7→i w0 and then
wi 7→co wj contradicting the initial assumption.
Theorem 3.4.3 ∀ wi , wj ∈ OH :
wi 6= wj , (wi 7→co wj ⇔ wi .W riteco < wj .W riteco )
Proof The claim follows from Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.2.
Corollary 3.4.4 ∀wi , wj ∈ OH :
wi 6= wj , (wi 7→co wj ⇔ wi .W riteco [i] ≤ wj .W riteco [i])
Proof The claim immediately follows from Theorem 3.4.3 and from the code
of the protocol of Section 4.2.
Theorem 3.4.5 ∀wi , wj ∈ OH : wi 6= wj , (wi ||co wj ⇔ wi .W riteco ||wj .W riteco )
Proof The claim immediately follows from Theorem 3.4.3 and Definition of
concurrency w.r.t. 7→co .
Corollary 3.4.6 ∀wi , wj ∈ OH :
wi 6= wj , (wi ||co wj ⇔ wj .W riteco [i] < wi .W riteco [i] ∧ wi .W riteco [j] <
wj .W riteco [j])
Proof The claim immediately follows from Theorem 3.4.5 and from the code
of the protocol of Section 4.2.
co

Corollary 3.4.7 W riteco is a system of vector clocks characterizing →.
Proof The claim immediately follows Property 3.2.2, taking into account that
the update message mw(x)a broadcast during w(x)a’s execution is associated
with the vector value w(x)a.W riteco piggybacked.
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Safety.
Theorem 3.4.8 OptP is safe (see Definition 4).
Proof Since Property 3.2.2 holds, we develop the proof referring to write operations and 7→co , to use the same notation (i.e., wi 7→kco wj ) and the structure
of Lemma 1. The proof is thus by induction on the value of k.
Basic Step. wi 7→1co wj . Let us show that if both wi and wj are invoked
by the same application process apt , then the corresponding MCS process pt
executes them according to the program order (line 3 of write procedure (fig.
5.1)). Each other MCS process p can execute wj only if:
∀ t 6= j wj .W riteco [t] ≤ Apply[t] ∧ f or t = j
wj .W riteco [j] − 1 (1)

Apply[j] =

Let us suppose that wi is the (m) − th write invoked by api and wj is the
(l) − th write invoked by apj . Then from Observation 4 wi .W riteco [i] = m
and wj .W riteco [j] = l. There are two possible cases:

❖

i = j. From Corollary 3.4.4 and Observation 3
wi .W riteco [i] < wj .W riteco [i], then wi .W riteco [i] = m, wj .W riteco [i] =
m + h with h ≥ 1. The condition (1) can be explained as follows: for
t = i, Apply[i] = m+h−1. Then p has already applied the (m+h−1)−th
write operation issued by pi and all write operations that precede it in
api program order. As wi is the (m) − th write operation executed by
pi , before applying wj , p has applied wi .

❖

i 6= j. From Corollary 3.4.4 and Observation 3
wi .W riteco [i] < wj .W riteco [i], then if wi .W riteco [i] = m, wj .W riteco [i] =
m + h with h ≥ 0. In this case the condition (1) can be explained as
follows: for t = i, Apply[i] ≥ m + h. Then p has already applied the
(m + h) − th write operation invoked by the application process api
and all write operations that precede it in api program order. As wi is
the (m) − th write operation executed by pi , before applying wj , p has
applied wi .
0

0

w . By inductive hypothesis
Inductive Step. k > 1. (i) ∃ w : wi 7→k−1
co
0
0
we have: applyk (wi ) → applyk (w ) at process pk . (ii) w 7→1co wj . Because of
Basic Step applyk (w0 ) → applyk (wj ) at the MCS process pk .
From (i) and (ii), it follows: applyk (wi ) → applyk (wj ) at process pk .
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Liveness.
Theorem 3.4.9 All write operations invoked by an application process are
eventually applied at each MCS process.
Proof Let us assume by contradiction that there exists a write operation wj
invoked by the application process apj and then issued by the MCS process pj
that can never be applied by pi on its local copy. This can happen if ∃k 6= j ∈
{1, . . . n} : Apply[k] < wj .W riteco [k] or k = j, Apply][k] < wj .W riteco [k] − 1.
This means that there exists at least one update message mw sent by pk
(carrying a write w executed by pk ) such that w 7→co wj , which has not been
received at pi yet. In this case we say that w blocks wj .
Since (i) communication channels are reliable, (ii) each process executes
a computational step in a finite time, (iii) the operative system scheduler is
fair and (iv) each operation is reliably broadcast to all processes, the update
message mw will be eventually received by pi . Now we have two cases:
1. w can be applied at pi unblocking wj , therefore the assumption is contradicted and the claim follows;
2. there exists a write operation w0 that blocks w. In this case we can
apply the same argument to w0 and due to the fact that (i) the number
of write operations that precede wj wrt 7→co is finite and (ii) 7→co is a
partial order, then in a finite number of steps we fall in case 1.
Optimality.
Theorem 3.4.10 OptP is optimal (see Definition 3.4.1).
Proof The proof is by contradiction. Let us assume that a receipt event of
the update message mw(x)v sent by pu occurs at pi and belongs to a distributed
b generated by OptP . Let us then suppose that there exists an
computation E
event e ∈ Ei such that: receipti (mw(x)v ) <i e and AOptP (mw(x)v , e) = f alse
while AOpt (mw(x)v , e) = true. If AOptP (mw(x)v , e) = f alse, it means that the
application of the update corresponding to mw(x)v is delayed at pi . In this
sense, according to line 2 of Figure 4, a message mwu (x)v is delayed by OptP
iff one of the following conditions holds:
1. ∃ t 6= u wu (x)v.W riteco [t] > Apply[t]
2. Apply[u] 6= wu (x)v.W riteco [u] − 1.
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From Corollary 3.4.7, W riteco is a system of vector clock characterizing →.
Then, in both cases, there exists an update message mwk (y)b ∈ MEb , respectively with k 6= u or k = u, such that sendk (wk (y)b) precedes sendu (mwu (x)v )
co
w.r.t. → and that has not yet been applied at pi . In this case even AOpt (mw , e)
is false, contradicting the initial hypothesis.

3.4.3

Comparison between AN BKH and OptP

In this section we compare AN BKH and OptP in order to point out the
tradeoff between complexity and performance. In detail, we first formally state
complexity and then we analyze performance through simulation results.
Complexity analysis
AN BKH and OptP employ a system of vector clocks: respectively t[1..n] and
W riteco [1..n]. AN BKH uses it to track the ”happened-before” relation established at the MCS level while OptP uses W riteco to track at the MCS level
the causality order relation established at the application level. Therefore,
both protocols need to piggyback O(n) control information which is necessary to update the vector clock system [17, 25]. Space requirements for local
data structure of AN BKH is O(n) while the one of OptP is O(n × m) (i.e.
LastW riteOn), where n is the number of processes and m the number of
variables. This difference is due to the fact that read-from order relations are
established during the execution of a read operation (line 1 Figure 5.2). This
fact forces OptP to store for each variable xh , the vector clock associated to
the last write operation on xh .
Simulation
We present simulation results performed to compare AN BKH and OptP in
terms of message buffer overhead. So, let us first point out the relation between
the optimality of a protocol and the message buffer overhead at the MCS level.
Message buffer overhead. Message buffer overhead measures the utilization of local buffer at each MCS process used to store update messages. A
process buffers a message when this message is not immediately applicable
upon its receipt. The message remains in the buffer until it is applied. Upon
the receipt of a message mw , if the activation predicate is evaluated to false,
mw enters the buffer. Ideally, the activation predicate should determine when
the message mw exits the buffer (i.e., as soon as the activation predicate returns true, apply(w) immediately occurs). However, this assumption ignores
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that any operating system could choose to schedule other events, concurrent
with apply(w), before it6 . This means mw is kept in the buffer even though
its activation predicate is true. Therefore two factors contribute to the message buffer overhead: (i) the activation predicates and (ii) the scheduler of the
operating system. An optimal protocol minimizes the time spent in a buffer
by an update message due to its activation predicate. Let us remark that this
contribution dominates the one due to the operating system scheduler as soon
as the network does not work ideally (where ideally means all messages are
delivered to processes in a way compliant to the causality relation).
Causal and FIFO reliable Broadcast [23, 24, 40]. Any MCS protocol
relying on a causal reliable broadcast can apply each message upon its arrival.
There is therefore no need of an activation predicate at MCS level, the reordering necessary to ensure causal consistency is embedded in the communication
primitive. In other words, an activation predicate works at communication
level deciding for the delivery of messages. The accuracy of the activation
predicate affects the buffer overhead exactly as that of the MCS activation
predicate. If a MCS protocol relies on FIFO reliable broadcast, there is the
need of an activation predicate associated with each messages at the MCS
level to reorder update messages producing causality violation which are not
FIFO ones.
As a consequence, the evaluation of an MCS protocol implementing causal
consistency in terms of message buffer overhead at the MCS level makes sense
only if the protocol is built on the top of a communication system providing
either a reliable or a FIFO reliable broadcast. Moreover, the comparison
between different MCS protocols in terms of message buffer overhead can be
done in a fair way only if these protocols employ the same broadcast primitive.
This is why in the rest of this section we compare AN BKH and OptP both
using a reliable broadcast primitive 7 .
Simulation Description We used the discrete event simulator OMNeTpp
2.3b1 [74]. We simulated distributed computations with 10, 20, 30 and 50 processes. The message propagation time and the time to execute an operation
by a process are truncnormally distributed with mean value equal to 1 and
deviation equal to 1.2 time units. Analogously, time between two successive
6

These events could be send, receive or either apply events of write operations concurrent
with w.
7
The broadcast is just a useful abstraction, the protocols may employ even n point-topoint communication.
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operations in a process is truncnormally distributed with mean value equal to
9 and deviation equal to 4 time units. Each simulation issues 2000 operations
per process on a single replicated variable and the percentage of write operations is defined by a bernoulli distribution with probability p. Simulation
experiments were conducted by varying the percentage of write operations
(denoted %write) at each application process from 10% to 100% w.r.t. the
overall sum of read and write operations. The results are expressed in terms
of the percentage of the ratio %B between the average number of buffered
messages by a MCS process of a given protocol (i.e., OptP or AN BKH) and
the average number of messages received by a MCS process. For each value
shown in the plots we did 40 simulation runs with different seeds and the
results were within four percent, so variance is not reported.
Simulation Results
Figure 3.6 shows eight plots: four of AN BKH and four of OptP . These plots
rise three interesting observations:
❖

%B performance gap. There is roughly one order of magnitude gap
between the messages buffered by AN BKH and the ones buffered by
OptP . This is due to the fact that AN BKH guarantees causal histories
by ensuring causal ordering on message deliveries (independently of the
read/write semantics of a shared memory system). This results in a weak
sufficient condition which leads to very poor performance with respect
to %B.

❖

%B of OptP is independent of the number of MCS processes of the computation n. As far as AN BKH is concerned %B depends on n. The
higher is this number, the larger %B is. This is again due to the fact
that AN BKH guarantees causal histories by ensuring causal ordering
on message deliveries. Therefore the higher the number of MCS processes is, the higher is the number of messages from distinct processes
received by a MCS process p before the co-located application process
invokes a write operation w. This means that the number of sending
events (issued by MCS processes different from p) that will precede the
sending of w with respect to → will tend very quickly to n. This implies a
probability of causal message ordering violations which is monotonically
increasing with n as well.
In OptP , %B is almost independent of n (all the plots are very closed
each other within the interval of the variance of the simulation). This is
due to the fact that the delivery of a message by a process pi does not
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always lead to the creation of a causality order relation. In particular,
this happens only if the application process api reads the value written,
that is the one piggybacked by the message delivered.
❖

%B monotonically increases with the number of write operations in OH
both in OptP and in AN BKH plots. As AN BKH ensures causal message ordering, the larger is the number of messages in a computation, the
higher the probability of a causal order violation among those messages
is and this increases %B. In OptP plots, %B also increases with the
number of write operations of a computation. However, this increment
is lesser than the one of AN BKH. Let us consider indeed an ideal scenario of a computation with 100% of write operations. This corresponds
to the worst case scenario for AN BKH (i.e., the computation with the
presence of the highest number of messages and therefore the highest
probability of causal message ordering violations). If we consider this
scenario with respect to the relation 7→co , it is easy to see that all 7→co
relations between write operations are due to the program order 7→po .
Because of the absence of read operations, there is indeed no 7→co relation due to the read-from order 7→ro . From the point of view of the
computation this means that each pair of update messages may be applied at each process in arrival order as their corresponding send events
co
are concurrent w.r.t. →. Therefore OptP only buffers those messages
which are out of FIFO order.
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From the previous discussion, it comes out that performance of AN BKH
in terms of buffered messages is a function of the underlying message pattern
generated by a history. More messages in this pattern means worse performance and this is dominated by two factors: the number of writes w.r.t. the
reads and the number of processes of the computation. Performance of OptP
is primarily dominated by the number of read-from relations established in a
history which of course depends on the semantics of the underlying application. The number of messages of the computation and the number of processes
have only a second order impact.

3.5

Related Work

Several other protocols implementing causal consistency have appeared in the
literature [9, 19, 46, 63].
The protocols presented in [19] and [63] are propagation-based protocols
assuming partial replication. They both address the writing semantics notion
introduced by Raynal and Ahamad [63]. By using writing semantics, a process
can apply a write operation w(x) even though another write w0 (x), such that
w0 (x) 7→co w(x), has not been applied yet at that process. In this case we say
that w overwrites w0 (it is like the event apply(w0 ) is logically executed by a
process immediately before apply(w)). This overwriting can happen only if
there is no write operation w00 (y) (with x 6= y) such that w0 (x) 7→co w00 (y) and
w00 (y) 7→co w(x). Writing semantics is therefore a heuristic that can help to
improve AN BKH by reducing, on the average, the buffer overhead according
to the message pattern of the computation. However, writing semantics and
optimality are orthogonal notions. Then, writing semantics could also be
applied to any optimal protocols.
The protocol presented in [46] is a propagation-based protocol using complete replication. However, differently from protocols in [7, 19, 63], the propagation is not immediate but it is token-based. Thus, each process executes
its write operations locally and when it obtains the token, it broadcasts a
message containing the last written values (overwritten values are not sent).
Actually, that mechanism controls the way in which causally ordered relations
between operations are created. This control assures that, in each protocol’s
run, write messages arrive causally ordered at each process. For this reason
the protocol does not need a vector clock to track causality and does not need
to be equipped with a wait condition.
The protocol presented in [9] copes with dynamic replication and mixes
propagation and invalidation-based approaches. The protocol works in a
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client/server environment and implements causally consistent distributed objects. A distributed object is dynamically replicated: object copies can be created and deleted. A client never holds a copy (it only requests the last value
to a server), a permanent server always holds a copy and a potential server can
create and delete copies. The copy updating mechanism is propagation-based
inside the set of permanent servers and is invalidation-based for potential
servers.
In [48] another optimality criterion has been given by Kshemkalyani and
Singhal in the context of causal message ordering. This criterion formulates
necessary and sufficient conditions on the information to be piggybacked onto
messages to guarantee causal message ordering. This optimality criterion differs from the one we have just defined in two aspects. Firstly it has been
given on a different ordering relation, namely the “happened before” relation,
and, secondly, this criterion is orthogonal to the optimality criterion defined
in Section 3.4. The latter aims at eliminating any causality relation between
messages (i.e., operations) created at the MCS level by the “happened before”
relation and that does not have a correspondence at the application level.
The optimality criterion we introduce has some relation with the one shown
s
in [34]. The authors introduce a new relation → that tracks only true causality
given an application semantics. From an implementation point of view, they
s
approximate → by formulating rules to manage a new system of vector clocks.
As a consequence, they only reduce false causality. The inability to remove all
false causalities is due to the lack of precise application semantics knowledge.
In our case, the application semantics is ruled by 7→co . The introduction of
co
→ allows to track the application semantics among the events of distributed
computations generated by any CRP protocol. That leads to a complete
removal of false causality created by the “happened-before” relation at the
MCS level.

Chapter 4

Partially Replicated Causal
Memory Implementations
To exploit concurrency allowed by causal consistency most protocols implementing distributed causal memories support replication of variables. Replication allows different processes to contemporary read or write a same shared
variable by accessing their local copies. On the other hand, replication imposes
the cost of maintaining replica consistent. According to this, in this chapter
we exploit the limit of causal memory implementations that support partial
replication: each process implementing the memory stores a local copy of each
variable the corresponding application process aims at reading or writing.
The interest for partial replication relies on the fact that there exist several
environments where supporting complete replication may be too expensive in
terms of consistency maintenance. This is the case, for example, of largescale systems spanning geographically distant sites. Let us notice that these
last are recognized to be naturally appropriate for distributed applications
supporting collaboration [14]. Causal consistency well captures collaborative
applications semantics. Moreover, as the number of application processes and
variables grow, it is reasonable to assume that each application process may be
interested in accessing only a subset of complete variables space. In this sense,
implementations based on partial replication are intended to avoid processes
to manage information about variables they are not interested in. This makes
partial replication promising w.r.t. scalability.
In this chapter we point out the limit of partial replication when implementing causal memory in traditional distributed systems (see section 2.7.1).
In detail, we formally characterize which MCS processes are concerned by
information on the occurrence of operations performed on the variable x in
order to maintain causal consistency. Ideally, we would like that only MCS
53
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processes having a local copy of x have to manage information about x. But
unfortunately, as we will prove in this chapter, if the variable distribution
is not a priori known, it is not possible for the MCS to ensure a causally
consistent shared memory, if each MCS process pi only manages information
about variables it locally stores. Let us notice that in the literature some
causal memories implementations based on partial replication [19, 63] have
been proposed, but they suffer this drawback.
Part of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [42]
and [41].

4.1

Problem Statement

We consider traditional distributed systems implementations 2.7.1. We assume
partial replication of variables at each MCS process pi . This means that each
process pi endows a copy of a subset of the shared variables X , that we denote
Xi .
Our aim is to determine which MCS processes are concerned by information
on the occurrence of operations performed on the variable x in the system.
More precisely, given a variable x, we will say that a MCS process pi is xrelevant if, in at least one computation, it has to transmit some information
on the occurrence of operations performed on variable x in the corresponding
history, to ensure a causally consistent shared memory. Of course, each process
managing a replica of x is x-relevant. Ideally, we would like that only those
processes are x-relevant. But unfortunately, as will be proved in the next
section, if the variable distribution is not a priori known, it is not possible for
the MCS to ensure a causally consistent shared memory, if each MCS process
pi only manages information about Xi . The main result of the chapter is a
characterization of x-relevant processes.

4.2

A characterization of x-relevant processes

In this section, we characterize x-relevant processes for any given variable x. In
order to prove our result, we use notions and notation introduced respectively
in section 2.3 and section 2.6.
Theorem 4.2.1 Given a variable x, an MCS process pi is x-relevant w.r.t.
7→co ⇔ the corresponding application process api belongs to C(x) or to a minimal x-hoop.
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Proof ⇐ If api ∈ C(x), then pi is obviously x-relevant. Consider now a
process api 6∈ C(x), but belonging to a minimal x-hoop between two
processes in C(x), namely apa and apb . Let [apa = ap0 , ap1 , . . . , apk =
apb ] be such minimal x-hoop, then the history H depicted in Figure 2.4
can be generated. H includes an x-dependency chain along this hoop
from wa (x)v to ob (x)v and, by definition 2.6.5, it follows that wa (x)v 7→co
ob (x). Thus if ob (x) is a read operation, the value that can be returned is
constrained by the operation wa (x)v, i.e., to ensure causal consistency,
it cannot return neither ⊥ nor any value written by a write operation
belonging to the causal past of wa (x)v. Similarly, if ob (x) is a write
operation, namely ob (x) = wb (x)v 0 , the relation wa (x)v 7→co wb (x)v 0
implies that, to ensure causal consistency, if a process apc ∈ C(x) reads
both values v and v 0 then it reads them in such a order.
In both cases, to ensure causal consistency, process pb has to be aware
that wa (x)v is in the causal past (see definition 2.3.4) of wk−1 (xk )vk .
Since pa cannot be aware of wa (x)v causal future, this information has
to arrive from pk−1 .
Let us remark that wa (x)v 7→co ob (x) since wa (x)v →a wa (x1 )v1 , and,
for each h, 1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1, rh (xh )vh →h wh (xh+1 )vh+1 , and rb (xk )vk →b
ob (x). This means that wa (x)v is in the causal past of wh (xh+1 )vh+1
because wa (x)v is in the causal past of wh−1 (xh )vh , for each h such that
1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1. Moreover, since the hoop is minimal, the only way for
process ph to be aware that wa (x)v is in the causal past of wh−1 (xh )vh
is through ph−1 , for each h s.t. 1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1. Then for each h such
that 1 ≤ h ≤ k − 1, ph is x-relevant. In particular pi is x-relevant.
⇒ The purpose of MCS processes when transmitting control information concerning the variable x is to ensure causal consistency. In particular, if
an operation o1 =wa (x)v is performed by a process apa ∈ C(x), then
any operation o2 = ob (x) performed by another process apb ∈ C(x) is
constrained by o1 only if o1 7→co o2 . According to this, to maintain consistency an M CS process has to be aware that o1 is in the causal past of
o2 . We have that o1 7→co o2 only if one of the two following cases holds:
1. A ”direct” relation: o1 7→ro o2 . In this case, no third part process is involved in the transmission of information concerning the
occurrence of the operation o1 .
2. An ”indirect” relation: there exists at least one oh such that o1 7→co oh
and oh 7→co o2 . Such an indirect relation involve a sequence σ of
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processes p0 = pa , . . . , ph , . . . , pk = pb (k ≥ 2) such that two consecutive processes ph−1 and ph (1 ≤ h ≤ k) respectively perform
operations oh−1 and oh with oh−1 7→ro oh . This implies that there
exists a variable xh such that oh−1 =wh−1 (xh )vh and oh =rh (xh )vh .
Consequently, xh is shared by ph−1 and ph , i.e., ph−1 and ph are
linked by an edge in the graph SG, meaning that the sequence σ is
a path between pa and pb in the share graph SG. Such a path is either completely included in C(x), or is a succession of x-hoops, and
along each of them there is a x-dependency chain. Thus, a process
pi 6∈ C(x) and not belonging to any x-hoop cannot be involved in
these dependency chains.
Let us notice that as we consider one of the above said x-hoop or it
is a minimal hoop or there exists at least a variable y that is shared
by more than two processes, i.e. at least two edges of the hoop are
labelled with y. Let api , apj and apk be such processes. Without
loss of generality, we can assume that api precedes apj that precedes
apk in the hoop. This means that an x-dependency chain along this
hoop will always have at least two write operations on y executed
by api and apj and a read operation performed by apk on y. Let
wa (x)v, wi (y)v 0 and wj (y)v 00 respectively be the initial operation of
the x-dependency chain and the write operation performed by api
and apj . Then, we have that wa (x)v 7→co wi (y)v 0 7→co wj (y)v 00 .
So independently by the value return by the read operation performed by apk , i.e. v 0 or v 00 , pk has to be aware that wa (x)v is
in the causal past of wi (y)v 0 and then of wj (y)v 00 . So pk may be
advised that wa (x)v is in the causal past of wi (y)v 0 by api . Notice that since api and apk share variable y, there is a minimal
x-hoop obtained by considering the previous hoop and eliminating
all processes between apj and apk .
So if an application process does not belong to an x-minimal hoop
or to C(x), the corresponding MCS has not to manage information
about x to maintain consistency.

The result follows from the fact that this reasoning can be applied to any
variable x, then to any pair of processes pa and pb in C(x), and finally
to any x-dependency chain along any x-hoop between pa and pb . ¤

4.3. EFFICIENCY OF PARTIAL REPLICATION

4.3
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About the Efficiency of Partial Replication Implementations

From theoretical results obtained in Section 4.2, several observations can be
made, depending on which is the a priori knowledge on variables distribution.
If a particular distribution of variables is assumed, it could be possible to
build the share graph and analyze it off-line in order to enumerate, for each
variable x not totally replicated, all the x-hoops. It results from theorem
4.2.1 that only processes belonging to one of these minimal x-hoops will be
concerned by the variable x. Thus, an ad-hoc implementation of causal DSM
can be optimally designed. However, even under this assumption on variable
distribution, enumerating all the hoops can be very long because it amounts
to enumerate a set of paths in a graph that can be very big dependently on
the number of processes.
In a more general setting, implementations of DSM cannot rely on a particular and static variable distribution, and, in that case, any process is likely
to belong to any hoop. It results from theorem 4.2.1 that each process in the
system has to transmit control information regarding all the shared variables,
contradicting scalability. This lead to inefficient partial replication implementations in terms of information to be managed in order to maintain consistency.
Especially, this lack of variables distribution knowledge imposes processes to
manage some information that is not necessary to ensure causal consistency.
Our reasoning also applies to sequential consistency (see section 2.3). On
the contrary, in the case of atomic consistent memory, partial replication implementations do not suffer the above said draw back. This due to the locality
property, i.e. the memory is atomic whenever each single variable is atomic
[43]. But as already stated, to provide strong consistency criteria (i.e.atomic
and sequential) global synchronization is requested among processes implementing the memory. This makes strong consistency solutions not efficient
and not scalable in terms of processes.
In the next section, we weaken causal consistency with the aim at finding a
memory semantics strong enough to be somewhat useful and weak enough to
be efficiently implementable in a partial replicated environment. We explore
the gap between causal consistency and Pram.

4.4

Weakening the Causal Consistency Criterion

In the proof of theorem 4.2.1, we point out that information propagation
in order to maintain consistency are due to dependency chains that can be
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created along the hoops. In the next sections we investigate new order relations
obtained by weakening the causality order relation such that, for any variable
x, x-hoops cannot lead to the creation of x-dependency chains. The notion of
dependency chain has been defined with respect to the particular order relation
introduced. This definition holds for any relation defined on the sets OH , just
by replacing the 7→co relation by the appropriate relation, and Theorem 4.2.1
still hold in this new setting.
In the following, we respectively denote the initial and the final operation
of a dependency chain as o1 and o2 .

4.4.1

Lazy Causal Consistency

In this section we consider a weakened version of the traditional program
order relation, based on the observation that some operations performed by a
process could be permuted without effect on the output of the program (e.g.,
two successive read operations on two different variables). This partial order,
named Lazy Program Order and denoted →li , is defined for each api ∈ Π as
follows:
Definition 4.4.1 (Lazy program order) Given two operations o1 and o2
in hi , o1 →li o2 iff o1 is invoked before o2 and one of the following condition
holds:
❖

o1 is a read operation and o2 is a read operation on the same variable
or a write on any variable.

❖

o1 is a write and o2 is an operation on the same variable;

❖

∃ o3 such that o1 →li o3 and o3 →li o2

Given a history H, the lazy causality order 7→lco , is a partial order that is
the transitive closure of the union of the history’s lazy program order and the
read-from order. Formally:
Definition 4.4.2 (Lazy causal order) Given two operations o1 and o2 in
OH , o1 7→lco o2 if and only if one of the following cases holds:
❖

∃ api s.t. o1 7→li o2 (lazy program order),

❖

∃ api , apj s.t. o1 is invoked by api , o2 is invoked by apj and o1 7→ro o2
(read-from order),

❖

∃ o3 ∈ OH s.t. o1 7→lco o3 and o3 7→lco o2 (transitive closure).

4.4. WEAKENING THE CAUSAL CONSISTENCY CRITERION
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If o1 and o2 are two operations belonging to OH , we say that o1 and o2 are
concurrent w.r.t. 7→lco , denoted o1 ||lco o2 , if and only if ¬(o1 7→lco o2 ) and
¬(o2 7→lco o1 ).
Definition 4.4.3 (Lazy Causally Consistent History) A history H is lazy
causally consistent if for each application process api there is a serialization
Si of Hi+w that respects 7→lco .
A memory is lazy causal if it admits only lazy causally consistent histories.
Figure 4.1 depicts a history which is lazy causal but not causal.

ap1

y
ap2

C(x)
ap3

ap1
ap2
ap3

w1 (x)a

r1 (x)a

z

w1 (y)b
r2(y)b

w2(z)c
r3(z)c

r 3(x)⊥

Figure 4.1: A lazy causal but not causal history
The corresponding serializations for the lazy causal are:
S1 = w1 (x)a, r1 (x)a, w1 (y)b, w2 (z)c
S2 = w1 (x)a, w1 (y)b, r2 (y)b, w2 (z)c
S3 = r3 (x)⊥, w1 (x)a, w1 (y)b, w2 (z)c, r3 (z)c
In this history, no x-dependency chain is created along the x-hoop [p1 , p2 , p3 ].
In fact, even though w1 (x)a 7→lco r3 (z)c, we have, according to definition
4.4.3, r3 (z)c||lco r3 (x)⊥ and thus w1 (x)a 67→lco r3 (x)⊥. In particular, the value
returned by the last read operation is consistent.
However, the situation is different if we consider the history depicted in
Figure 4.2. In that case, an x-dependency chain along the x-hoop [p1 , p2 , p3 ]
is created since, according to definition 4.4.3, r3 (z)c →l3 w3 (x)d and thus
w1 (x)a 7→lco w3 (x)d.
In particular, if process ap4 reads both values a and d, it has to read them
in this order (it is not the case in the history depicted Figure 4.2, which is not
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w1 (y)b
r2(y)b

w2 (z)c
r3(z)c

w3 (x)d
r4(x)d

r 4(x)a

Figure 4.2: A not lazy causal history
lazy causal consistent). In particular, p2 is x-relevant, although p2 6∈ C(x). In
this sense, the new order relation is still too strong to allow efficient partial
replication.
Weakening further on the lazy program order, such that only operations on
the same variable will be related, is not reasonable. In fact, even though this
new relation would avoid the creation of dependency chains along hoops (and
then would allow efficient implementation of DSM exploiting partial replication), it is too weak to solve interesting problems.
According to this, in the next section we consider the weakening of the traditional read-from relation that can exist between operations made by different
processes.

4.4.2

Lazy Semi-Causal Consistency

Ahamad et al. [5] have introduced a weakened form of read-from relation,
called weak writes-before. Their definition is based on a weakened program
order, called weak program order, that is stronger than the lazy program order
introduced in the previous section. In this section, we introduce the lazy
writes-before relation, obtained from the weak writes-before by substituting
lazy program order to weak program order. This relation, denoted →lwb , is
formally defined as follows.
Definition 4.4.4 (Lazy write-before order) Given two operations o1 and
o2 in OH , the lazy writes-before order relation, →lwb , on some history H is
any relation with the following properties:

4.4. WEAKENING THE CAUSAL CONSISTENCY CRITERION
❖

o1 = wi (x)v

❖

o2 = rj (y)u

❖

exits an operation o0 = wi (y)u such that o1 →li o0
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Given a history H, we define the lazy semi-causality order relation, denoted
7→lco , as the transitive closure of the union of the history’s lazy program order
and the lazy writes-before order relation.
Formally:
Definition 4.4.5 (Lazy semi-causal order) Given two operations o1 and
o2 in Oh , o1 7→lsc o2 if and only if one of the following cases holds:
❖

o1 →li o2 for some pi ;

❖

o1 →lwb o2

❖

∃ o3 such that o1 7→lsc o3 and o3 7→lsc o2

If o1 and o2 are two operations belonging to OH , we say that o1 and o2
are concurrent w.r.t. 7→lsc , denoted o1 ||lcc o2 , if and only if ¬(o1 7→lsc o2 ) and
¬(o2 7→lsc o1 ).
Definition 4.4.6 (Lazy Semi-Causally Consistent History) A history H
is lazy semi-causally consistent if for each application process api there is a
serialization Si of Hi+w that respects 7→lsc .
A memory is Lazy Semi-Causal (LSC) iff it allows only lazy semi-causally
consistent histories.
We show that this consistency criterion is still too strong for an efficient
partial replication. In particular, we point out an history in which an xdependency chain is created along an x-hoop. This dependency chain arises
because of 7→lwb relation.
More precisely, in Figure 4.3 we have w1 (x)a 7→lsc w3 (x)d. In fact, w1 (x)a 7→lwb
r2 (y)b (because of w1 (y)b) and w2 (y)e 7→lwb r2 (z)c (because of w2 (z)c). Then,
since r2 (y)b 7→li w2 (y)e and r3 (z)c 7→li w3 (x)d, due to transitivity we have
w1 (x)a 7→lsc w3 (x)d.
In particular, if process p4 reads both values a and d, it has to read them in
this order (it is not the case in the history depicted Figure 4.3, which is not lazy
semi-causal consistent). In particular, p2 is x-relevant, although p2 6∈ C(x).
In this sense, the new order relation is still too strong to allow efficient partial
replication.
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Figure 4.3: A not lazy semi-causally consistent history
It must be noticed that, since the semi-causality order relation, introduced by
Ahamad et al. in [5], is stronger than the lazy-semi-causality introduced here,
the semi-causality order relation does not allow efficient partial replication
either.
Finally, the last possibility is to weaken the transitivity property such that
two operations executed by different processes can be related only by the
direct read-from relation. For what said, in the next section we consider a
well-known consistency criterion, PRAM and we prove that a PRAM memory
can be efficiently implemented in a partial replicated environment.

4.4.3

The case of PRAM

As stated in section 2.3, the PRAM consistency criterion is weaker than the
causal consistency criterion. The PRAM consistency is based on a relation,
denoted 7→pram , weaker than 7→co . Formally [64]1 :
Definition 4.4.7 (PRAM relation) Given two operations o1 and o2 in OH ,
o1 7→pram o2 if, and only if, one of the following conditions holds:
1. ∃ pi : o1 7→i o2 (program order), or
2. ∃ pi ∃pj i 6= j : o1 = wi (x)v and o2 = rj (x)v, i.e. o1 7→ro o2 (read-from
relation).
1

in [64] this relation is denoted 7→H 0 .
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Note that 7→pram is an acyclic relation, but is not a partial order due to
the lack of transitivity.
The following result shows that PRAM memories allow efficient partial
replication implementations.
Theorem 4.4.1 In a PRAM consistent history, no dependency chain can be
created along hoops.
Proof Let x be a variable and [pa , . . . , pb ] be a x-hoop. A x-dependency
chain along this hoop is created if H includes wa (x)v, ob (x) and a pattern of
operations, at least one for each process of the x-hoop, implying wa (x)v 7→pram
ob (x). But the latter dependency can occur only if point 1 or point 2 of
Definition 4.4.7 holds. Point 1 is excluded because a 6= b. Point 2 is possible
only if ob (x) = rb (x)v and the dependency wa (x)v 7→pram rb (x)v is wa (x)v 7→ro
rb (x)v, i.e., does not result from the operations performed by the intermediary
processes of the hoop.
As a consequence of this result, for each variable x, there is no x-relevant
process out of C(x), and thus, PRAM memories allow efficient partial replication implementations.
Although being weaker than causal memories, Lipton and Sandberg show
in [53] that PRAM memories are strong enough to solve a large number of
applications like FFT, matrix product, dynamic programming and more generally the class of oblivious computations2 . In his PhD, Sinha [70] shows
that totally asynchronous iterative methods to find fixed points can converge
in Slow memories, which are still weaker than PRAM. In the next section
we illustrate this power, together with the usefulness of partial replication, by
showing how the Bellman-Ford shortest path algorithm can be solved by using
PRAM memory.

4.5

A Case Study: Bellmann-Ford algorithm

A packet-switching network can be seen as a directed graph, G(V, Γ), where
each packet-switching node is a vertex in V and each communication link between node is a pair of parallel edges in Γ, each carrying data in one direction.
In such a network, a routing decision is necessary to transmit a packet from a
source node to a destination node traversing several links and packet switches.
This can be modelled as the problem of finding a path through the graph.
2

”A computation is oblivious if its data motion and the operations it executes at a given
step are independent of the actual values of data.”[53]
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Analogously for an Internet or an intranet network. In general, all packetswitching networks and all internets base their routing decision on some form
of least-cost criterion, i.e minimize the number of hope that correspond in
graph theory to finding the minimum path distance. Most least-cost routing
algorithms widespread are a variations of one of the two common algorithms,
Dijkstra’s algorithm and the Bellman-Ford algorithm[20].
A distributed implementation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm exploiting partial replication
In the following we propose a distributed implementation of the BellmanFord algorithm to compute the minimum path from a source node to every
other nodes in a system, pointing out the usefulness of partial replication to
efficiently distribute the computation. Another distributed implementation
of Bellman-Ford algorithm has been provided by Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis in
[22]. They also discuss conditions under which asynchronous and synchronous
computations of fixed point algorithms converge. In the following we refer to
nodes as processes.
The system (network) is composed by N processes ap1 , . . . , apN and it is
modelled with a graph G = (V, Γ), where V is the set of vertex, one for each
process in the system and Γ is the set of edges (i, j) such that api , apj belong
to V and there exists a link between i and j.
Let us use the following notation:
❖

Γ−1 (i) = {j ∈ V |(i, j) ∈ Γ} is the set of predecessors of process api ,

❖

s=source process,

❖

w(i, j)=link cost from process api to process apj . In particular:
i) w(i, i) = 0,
ii) w(i, j) = ∞ if the two processes are not directly connected,
iii) w(i, j) ≥ 0 if the two processes are directly connected;

❖

xki = cost of the least-cost path from source process s to process n under
the constraint of no more than k links traversed.

The centralized algorithm proceeds in steps. For each successive k ≥ 0:
1. [Initialization]
x0i = ∞, ∀ n 6= s
xks = 0, for all k

4.5. A CASE STUDY: BELLMANN-FORD ALGORITHM
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2. [Update] for each successive k ≥ 0:
∀ i 6= s, compute xk+1
=
i

min
k
j∈Γ−1 (i) [xj

+ w(j, i)]

It is well-known that, if there are no negative cost cycles, the algorithm converge in at most N steps.
The algorithm is distributively implemented as follows . Without loss of
generality, we assume that process ap1 is the source node. We denote as xi
the current minimum value from node 1 to node i. Then, to compute all
the minimum path from process ap1 to every other process in the system,
processes cooperate reading and writing the following set of shared variables
X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN }. Moreover, since the algorithm is iterative, in order to
ensure liveness we need to introduce synchronization points in the computation. In particular, we want to ensure that at the beginning of each iteration
each process api reads the new values written by his predecessors Γ−1 (i). Thus
each process knows that at most after N iterations, it has computed the shortest path. With this aim, we introduce the following set of shared variables
S = {k1 , k2 , . . . , kN }.
Each application process api only access a subset of shared variables. More
precisely, api accesses xh ∈ X and kh ∈ S, such that h = i or aph is a
predecessor of api .
Minimum Path
1 ki := 0;
2 if (i == 1)
3
xi := 0;
4
else xi := ∞;
5 while(ki < N )do
V
6
while( h∈Γ−1 (i) (kh < ki ))do;
7
xi := min([xj + w(j, i)] ∀j ∈ Γ−1 (i));
8
ki := ki + 1
Figure 4.4: pseudocode executed by process api
Since each variable xi and ki is written only by one process, namely api , it
is simple to notice that the algorithm in Figure 4.4, correctly runs on a PRAM
shared memory. Moreover, since each process has to access only a subset of
the shared memory, we can assume a partial replication implementation of
such memory. In particular, at each node where the process api is running
to compute the shortest path, there is also a MCS process that ensure Pram
consistency in the access to the shared variables.
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The algorithm proposed is deadlock-free. In fact, given two processes api
and apj such that api is a predecessor of apj and viceversa, the corresponding
barrier conditions (line 6 of Figure 4.4) cannot be satisfied at the same time:
ki < kj and kj < ki .
1

2

4

4

1

3

1

2

3

2

3

8

5

Figure 4.5: An example
As an example, let us consider the network depicted in Figure 4.5. We
have the following set of processes Π = {ap1 , ap2 , ap3 , ap4 , ap5 } and the
corresponding variable distribution:
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5

= {x1 ,
= {x1 ,
= {x1 ,
= {x2 ,
= {x3 ,

k1 },
x2 , x3 ,
x2 , x3 ,
x3 , x4 ,
x4 , x5 ,

k1 ,
k1 ,
k2 ,
k3 ,

k2 ,
k2 ,
k3 ,
k4 ,

k3 },
k3 },
k4 },
k5 }.

In Figure 4.6 we show the pattern of operations generated by each process
at the k-th step of iteration, we only explicit value returned by operations
of interest. In reality, in order to point out the sufficiency of PRAM shared
memory to ensure the safety and the liveness of the algorithm, we start the
scenario showing the two last write operations made by each process at (k −1)th step. In this sense, it must be noticed that the protocol correctly runs if
each process reads the values written by each of its neighbors according to
their program order.

4.6

Related Work

In this chapter we have formally defined necessary and sufficient conditions
on processes intended to manage information in order to guarantee causal
consistency. This theoretical result leads to several considerations regarding
efficient distributed shared memory implementations. One of the key problems in building efficient software DSM systems is to minimize the amount
of communication and information needed to keep the distributed memories
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Figure 4.6: A step of the protocol in Figure 4.4 for the network in Figure 4.5
consistent. According to this, we have shown that partial replication implementations generally require each process to manage information about the
entire variables space in order to keep the memory consistent.
As a practical example, let us consider the propagation-based protocol
proposed by Ahamad et et. in [8] to implement a causal memory supporting
partial replication. They consider a static replication scheme and they assume
that only processes having a local copy of a variable may access such variable.
On the other hand, in order to ensure causal consistency each process manages
data structures that track causality relation among all shared variables. To
maintain causal consistency, each time a write operation on a variable x is
issued, a corresponding update message is sent to all processes having a local
copy of x. Such messages have to piggyback some control information whose
size is strictly related to the number of processes in the system and to the
number of shared variables. So while reducing the number of messages to
be sent, partial replication increments messages size with respect to similar
complete replication implementation [7].
Similar studies have been done in several contexts related to causality in
distributed systems.
Vector clock systems are the main mechanism to track causality among
events in a distributed computation, [50]. Simultaneously and independently
introduced by Fidge [30] and Mattern [58], vector clock systems associate
each event with a vector of size n, where n is the number of processes in the
system. Moreover, each time a message is sent, it is timestamped with the
current value of the vector clock at the sender. To track causality CharronBost proved that in the worst case the size of the vector clock to be piggybacked
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by a message has to be equal to the number of processes in the system, [25].
In [69] Kshemkalyani et al. have proposed a technique to reduce the average
size of vector to be piggybacked. This last is based on the observation that
in general few processes interact frequently and that few entries of the vector
change between different send events. On the other hand, Ahamad et al.
explore the different way of plausible clocks [10], trying to reduce the size
of control information to be used by paying a decrease in accuracy tracking.
Finally, in [2] Agarwal and Garg proposed the chain clocks, which overcome
the limits of vector clock for particular applications, e.g. predicate detections.
Chain clocks are based on the idea to divide the computation poset into a set
of chains and then associate each chain with a vector entry. Notice that vector
clocks are a particular implementation of chain clocks when considering events
at each process as a chain.
In the context of causal message ordering, Kshemkalyani et al. in [48] have
presented the necessary and sufficient conditions on information required to
enforce causal message delivering. They also propose an optimal implementation with respect to message complexity space. Introduced by Birman et
al. in [23] causal message ordering states that given two send events related
by the happened before relation, if such messages have a common destination
they have to be delivered according to the happened before order. From the
first implementation, ISIS [23], several solutions have been proposed in order
to reduce the control information to be piggybacked on messages to ensure
causal delivery, [66], [68].
Among the existing software distributed shared memory systems (see [28]
for a comprehensive bibliography), Munin proposed by Bennet et al. in [21] addresses the problem of reducing synchronization required to implement strong
consistency exploring program’s semantics. Munin incorporates several techniques investigated in order to reduce consistency-related communication [45].
Bennett et al. [21] made some interesting observations regarding replication
or single copy approach to implement distributed shared memory. The right
degree of replication may be different under different circumstances and often
depends on program’s semantics.

Chapter 5

Weakly-Persistent Causal
Memory
Intuitively, an intended correct behavior for a shared memory has to ensure
that any read operation will return the last written value and that any written value may be returned by a successive read operation. Unfortunately to
enforce this last property in a dynamic distributed system (e.g. P2P system)
is far from being trivial. The difficulty arises from the fact that processes
implementing such memory may fail or leave the computation at any time,
without notifying any other process.
According to this, in this chapter, we introduce the concept of weaklypersistent causal memory. While ensuring that every read operation is legal
w.r.t. 7→co , such memory guarantees persistency (see definition 2.5.2) only for
write operations written in quiescent periods(arrivals and departures subside).
For sake of clarity, an implementation of a weakly-persistent causal object is
first provided along with its correctness proof. Then, a weakly persistent
causal memory is proposed by extending previous algorithms.
Part of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [16].

5.1

Weakly-Persistent Causal Consistency

Dynamic distributed systems are characterized by churn, i.e. the change in
the set of participating nodes due to joins, leaves and failures. While generally
imposing a tradeoff between weakening guarantees and increasing costs [38],
dealing with high churn leads to ensure some properties only in quiescent
periods, i.e. when processes joins and leaves subside. This is the case of object
persistency, i.e. every value written on such an object as to be persistent.
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In that sense, let us remark as in a failure free environment, e.g. the
one presented in section 2.7.2, an object implemented by a set of processes is
trivially persistent if a write operation is applied to all processes and a read
operation waits for one reply to return the value.
On the contrary, when considering the failure model presented in section
2.7.2, persistency can only be guaranteed for values written in quiescent periods of the system. In other words, it is necessary that a subset of object
entities do not suffer memory losses (i.e. processes incarnating the object do
not leave the system deliberately or by crashing). But, in non-quiescent periods of the system, potentially all object entities could suffer a memory loss.
This makes non persistent the object described by the previous trivial implementation. This is why we need to introduce the notion of a weak form of
object persistency, namely weakly-persistent object.
To this aim let us first introduce the notion of complete operation. An
operation may be seen as a pair of invocation and response events. We say
that an operation is complete if its invocation is followed by the corresponding
response event in the computation.
Our definition of weakly-persistent object aims at capturing the fact that
if the system experiences some quiescent periods, then every complete write
operation issued during such periods has to be persistent. Let us notice that
a complete write operation may have been executed by a client process that
successively leaves the system deliberately or by crashing.
Formally,
Definition 5.1.1 (Weakly-Persistent Object) An object x is weakly-persistent
if there exists a time t such that every complete write operation issued after t
is persistent.
Roughly speaking, in a weakly-persistent object to ensure that a value
could be eventually read by a client that reads infinitely many times, this
value has to be written infinitely many times. Therefore, a value written a
finite number of times in a weakly-persistent object may never be read due
to the fact that the write operations could be issued during the non-quiescent
period of the system.
Finally, let us remark that if some process read a value written by a write
operation that does not complete, such a write has to appear in the history to
ensure read legality. On the other hand, we do not request such a write to be
persistent. So it may be never read by any other process in the system even
though not overwritten.
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Weakly-Persistent Causal Consistency Roughly speaking, a WeaklyPersistent Causal Object is a read/write object that always ensures legal reads
w.r.t. 7→co but that guarantees persistency only of write operation written in
quiescent periods.
Formally,
Definition 5.1.2 (Weakly-Persistent Causal Object) An object x is weaklypersistent causal if both the following conditions hold:
b (OH , 7→co )
1. x admits only histories H such that all read operation in H=
are legal;
2. x is weakly-persistent.
Finally,
Definition 5.1.3 (Weakly-Persistent Causal Memory) A memory X ={x1 , x2 , ...xm }
is weakly persistent causal if both the following conditions hold:
b (OH , 7→co )
1. X admits only histories H such that all read operation in H=
are legal;
2. each xi ∈ X is weakly-persistent.
For sake of clarity, in next sections we first present an implementation of
a weakly-persistent causal object x along with its correctness proofs. Then,
we extend such implementation in order to provide a weakly persistent causal
memory.

5.2

Weakly-Persistent Causal Object Implementation

We consider the system model presented in section 2.7.2. Client processes
invoke operations (read or write) by sending request messages to the set of
n object entities {o1 , o2 , . . . , on } implementing the object x. We denote as
xi the local copy of x at oi . Since each object entity oi is incarnated by an
object manager process that may change during time, we assume the existence
of an underlying routing system that is able to route request messages to the
object manager process that currently incarnates oi . When an object manager
process receives a request of a client process ci , it processes that request and
then it sends the corresponding response to ci . There is neither communication
among object manager processes nor among clients.
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The main idea to ensure causal ordering among operations, is to exploit
the write semantics of write operations as done by Ahamad et al. in the context of traditional distributed systems [63]. Roughly speaking, when an object
manager process receives a message corresponding to a write operation w(x)a,
if not obsolete, it is immediately applied even though some write operations
in w(x)a causal past (see def. 2.3.4) have not been yet received. When these
last arrived, they are simply discarded because overwritten. Notice that the
approach considered in Chapter 3 is not reasonable in such environment, since
messages may never arrive and then waiting for them will block the computation.
Moreover, in order to guarantee persistency of value written in quiescent
periods, an operation invoked by a client process ci , finishes when ci has
received a response from f distinct object entities. We assume that h object
entities are eventually incarnated by a correct object manager process.
Formally,
Assumption 5.2.1 There are h object entities oi , whose corresponding obi is
finite and such that both the following conditions are satisfied:
i) 2n − h < 2f
ii) f ≤ h.
where obi is the sequence of object manager processes incarnating object entity
oi .
Finally, a correct implementation has to satisfy the following properties:
Definition 5.2.1 (Termination) If a correct client process ci invokes an operation, then ci eventually returns from the invocation.
Definition 5.2.2 (Validity) If a read operation invoked by a client process
ci returns a value v, then there exists a client process cj that invoked the write
of v.
The validity property points out that if a read operation returns a value
v then the write operation w(x)v has been invoked by some process in the
system1 .
1

Any write operation whose value has been read by some process is supposed to appear
in the corresponding history.
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Each client process ci manages:
• ack[1..n]: a vector of boolean, one for each object entity. Each entry is
initially set to false. It is used to track when f object entities have answered
to a read request made by ci . ack[k] = true means that ci has received from
ok a response to its current read request;
• ack: an integer initially set to 0. It stores the number of acks received by
ci from object entities in order to track when an ack is received by f object
entities.
Each object manager oi has to manage a variable last, to track the identity
of the client process that issued the last write operation executed at oi . This
information is used to ensure read legality w.r.t. the causality order relation.
In addition, processes in the system, both clients and object managers, have
to manage a timestamp system to implement a plausible clock t,[10]. The
plausible clock system we propose is an adaptation of R-Entries vector clock
system (REV) proposed by Ahamad et al. in [10]. Each process stores a vector
of integers of fixed size l, initially set to [0, . . . , 0]. This vector is denoted ti [1..l]
for a client process ci and toi [1..l] for an object manager oi . Each client process
ci is associated to the (i modulo l) entry of the plausible clock t. According
to this and due to the fact that the number of client processes in the system
may be more than l at a given point in time, several clients may share the
same plausible clock entry.
Rules to manage ti / toi :
R1 Each time a process sends a message, it timestamps the message m with
the current value of its plausible clock, denoted m.t.
R2 Each time a client ci writes, it increments its plausible clock entry
ti [i modulo l], i.e. ti [i modulo l] := ti [i modulo l] + 1.
R3 Each time a client ci receives a response message m to a read request,
it updates its plausible clock with the timestamp piggybacked by m, i.e.
∀ k ti [k] := max(ti [k], m.t[k]).
R4 Each time an object manager receives a write request message m from
cj , if toi [j modulo l] < m.t[j modulo l] then it updates its plausible clock
toi , i.e. ∀ k toi [k] := max(toi [k], m.t[k]).
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Plausible clocks accuracy Let us point out that the size of the plausible
clock is independent of the number of clients and of object entities in the system. On the other hand, the ratio between plausible clock size and the number
of client processes impacts on the ability of t to precisely track causality order
relations2 . Ahamad et al. in [10] have presented simulation results relating
the accuracy and the size of plausible clocks. They have shown that a small
number of plausible clocks entries are sufficient to correctly capture a large
number of causality relations.

5.2.2

Protocol Behavior

When a client ci wants to execute a write operation wi (x)v, it increments its
entry of the plausible clock ti and sends an update message corresponding
to wi (x)v, namely mwrite (v, t), to all object entities. An update message
mwrite (v, t), later sometimes referred as write message, contains the value v to
be written and the value t of the plausible clock at ci at the time the message
was sent.
write(v)
1 ti [i modulo l] := ti [i modulo l] + 1;
2 repeat
3
for (1 ≤ j ≤ l) send [mwrite (v, t)] to oj
4 until [receipt(ackmwrite (v,t) ) from f oj ];
5 cache := v

Figure 5.1: Write procedure performed by client process ci
Moreover, because of fair-loss links, client process ci repeatedly sends
mwrite (v, t) to all object entities until an ack is received from f object entities, lines 2, 3 and 4 of write procedure in Figure 5.1. In this way, when
wi (x)v completes, at least f object entities have received mwrite (v, t). The
value written is then stored in ci ’s cache, line 5 of write procedure in Figure
5.1.
When a client ci wants to read, it repeatedly sends its read request to
all object entities until responses are collected from f different object entities,
lines 2-13 of read procedure in Figure 5.2. A message mread (numseq , t, cache),
corresponding to a read, later sometimes referred as read message, contains
the sequence number of the request, numseq , the current value of the plausible
clock at ci , namely t, and the current value of ci ’s cache. Due to network
2

Given two operations o1 and o2 and a plausible clock system t, then o1 7→co o2 implies
o1 .t < o2 .t. On the other hand, if o1 .t < o2 .t, one of the following cases arises o1 7→co o2 or
o1 ||co o2 .
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delays and retransmission, numseq is necessary to allow a client to discard old
responses when received.
read(x)
1 numseq := numseq + 1;
2 while (ack < f )
3
repeat
4
for (1 ≤ j ≤ n) send [mread (numseq , t, cache)] to oj
5
until [receipt(mres (numseq , toj , xj )) from oj with j ∈ [1..n]];
6
if (ack[j] = f alse) then
7
ack[h] := true;
8
ack := ack + 1;
9
if (toj 6= t) then
10
cache := xj ;
11
∀ k ti [k] := max(ti [k], toj [k]);
12
ack := f ;
13
end if
14
end if
15 end while
16 ack := 0;
17 for (1 ≤ j ≤ n) ack[j] := f alse;
18 return(cache)

Figure 5.2: Read procedure performed by client process ci
In detail, due to fair-loss links client ci repeatedly sends a read request to
all object entities until a response is received, lines 3, 4, 5 of read procedure in
Figure 5.2. When a response is received from oj , ci checks if it already received
a response concerning the current request from oj , line 6 of read procedure in
Figure 5.2. If not, the message is processed by ci : it tracks an ack more, line
8 of read procedure in Figure 5.2; it checks if the value piggybacked is a new
one w.r.t. the one in ci ’s cache and if so ci updates its cache and its control
structures, lines 9-12 in Figure 5.2. ci stops to send such a request when one
of the following conditions holds: it has received a response from f distinct
object entities or it has received a value different from the one stored in its
cache. Finally, the value is returned, line 18 of read procedure in Figure 5.2.
When an object manager oi receives a write request from a client cj , oi
checks if the write operation has to be considered obsolete w.r.t. 7→co , line 2 of
write thread in Figure 5.3. If so, oi discards the message otherwise it applies
the value to its local copy of x, namely xi , and it synchronizes its plausible
clock with the one piggybacked by the write message, lines 3, 4 and 5 of write
thread in Figure 5.3. The variable last stores the identifier of the plausible
clock entry that was last updated. In any case, it sends back an ack to client
process cj , line 7 of write thread in Figure 5.3.
When an object manager oi receives a read request by client process cj , it
has to check causal consistency. If the value of xi causally precedes the one in
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

when (receipt(mwrite (v, t)) f rom cj ) do
if ((t[j modulo l] > toi [j modulo l]))
then xi := v;
∀ k toi [k] := max(toi [k], t[k]);
last := j modulo l;
end if
send [ackmwrite (v,t) ] to cj

Figure 5.3: oi ’s write thread
cj read request, oi simply sends back a response with the content of cj current
read request, line 4 of read thread in Figure 5.4. 3 Otherwise, it replies with
its local value of x and the value of its plausible clock, line 3 of read thread in
Figure 5.4. It is important to remark that, an object entity oi always answer
to a read request of a client process cj .
1
2
3
4

when (receipt(mread (numseq , t, val)) f rom cj ) do
if (txi [last] > t[last])
then send [mres (numseq , txi , xi )] to cj
else send [mres (numseq , t, val)] to cj

Figure 5.4: oi ’s read thread
A response message mres (numseq , txi , xi ) for a read contains: i) the sequence number of the read request ii) the value of oi ’s plausible clock at
response time, txi , and iii) the value xi to be returned by the read operation.
Figure 5.5 depicts a simple scenario, where client process c2 writes the
value a subsequently read by another client c1 . In Figure 5.5 object entities
values are depicted every time they change and since in this scenario we do not
consider memory losses, a value stored is not lost. Notice that, the scenario
in Figure 5.5 also shows that some messages may be lost because of fair-loss
links.
The proposed protocol is quiescent, i.e. eventually no process sends or receives messages [4], due to assumption 5.2.1 and the fact that after f responses
a process stops to send the corresponding request message.
Let us notice that our implementation is blocking. This is necessary to
implement what we have defined a weakly-persistent object. However, the
non-blocking property of traditional causal consistency or not uniform one, is
also sacrificed to hide the complexity and unreliability of high dynamic systems
beside by considering the memory implemented through a fixed number of
3

It must be noted that in such a case, a refresh purpose might be considered for a read
operation, that is the object manager could update its local structure, logical clock and
cache, treating the read as a write. This may improve the availability of written values.
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Figure 5.5: A scenario generated by the implementation of the causal object
described in Section 4 where n=h=3 and f=2
virtual servers.

5.3

Correctness Proofs

In this section we first prove that t is a plausible clock capturing 7→co and
then we prove the correctness of the algorithm we present in section 5.5.2 to
implement a weakly-persistent causal object.

5.3.1

t is a Plausible Clock capturing 7→co

Given a write operation wi (x)v, according to line 2 of write procedure in
Figure 5.1, such a write operation is associated with a logical clock t, denoted
t.wi (x)v. We have to prove that given two write operations wi (x)v and wj (x)v 0
such that wi (x)v 7→co wj (x)v 0 , then t.wi (x)v < t.wj (x)v 0 . On the other hand,
according to the properties of plausible clocks, t.wi (x)v < t.wj (x)v 0 means that
one of the following case arises: 1) wi (x)v||wj (x)v 0 or 2) wi (x)v 7→co wj (x)v 0 .
Notation w 7→kco w0 with k ≥ 1 means that there exists a sequence of k 7→co
relations w 7→co w1 7→co . . . wh 7→co wh+1 7→co . . . wk−1 7→co wk 7→co w0 and
for any relation wh 7→co wh+1 does not exist a write operation w00 such that
wh 7→co w00 7→co wh+1 .
Observation 3 At each client ci , ti does not decrease.
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Observation 4 w is the k th write operation invoked by the client process ci
⇒ t[i modulo l].w(x)v ≥ k.
Proof Let w(x)v be the k th write operation invoked by the client process ci .
Two possible cases arise:
1) at the time of w(x)v invocation, ci has not yet executed a read operation.
Thus t[i modulo l].w(x)v is equal to k according to line 1 of write procedure
in Figure 5.1 and the fact that the initial value of the plausible clock at ci is
[0, .., 0].
2) at the time of w(x)v execution, ci has executed at least one read operation. There are two possible cases: i) ci reads a value written by itself,
thus it does not update its plausible clock and we are again in case 1); ii) ci
reads a value written by another client process. According to line 11 of read
procedure in Figure 5.2, ci synchronized its clock t with to, the one sent by
the object manager in its response to such a read request, lines 2,3 of read
thread in Figure 5.4. Moreover, for line 11 of the read procedure in Figure
5.2, the resulting value of t is not minor than the value of t before such a
synchronization. Thus, since w(x)v is the k th write executed by ci and due to
line 1 of write procedure in Figure 5.1 and to the fact that when a client reads,
its plausible clock does not decrease, we have that t[i modulo l].w(x)v ≥ k.
Now to prove that t is a plausible clock capturing 7→co , we have to prove
that: ∀ wi (x)v, wj (x)v 0 : w 6= w0 , wi (x)v 7→co wj (x)v 0 ⇒ t.wi (x)v <
t.wj (x)v 0 .
Lemma 5.3.1 ∀ wi , wj ∈ H : wi 6= wj , (wi 7→co wj ⇒ t.wi < t.wj )
Proof Let us consider the notation wi 7→kco wj . The proof is by induction on
the value of k.
Basic step. Given two write operations wi and wj such that wi 7→0co wj ⇒
t.wi < t.wj . This means that wi 7→co wj and @ a write w0 such that wi 7→co w0
and w0 7→co wj .
We distinguish two cases:
(1) i = j. This means that wi and wj have been executed by the same client
process ci . Each time a client process executes a write operation, it performs
the write procedure in Figure 5.1. According to line 1 of Figure 5.1, each
time ci executes a write operation, it increments its corresponding entry of t.
Due to Observation 3, if wi precedes wj in ci program order then t.wi < t.wj .
Therefore the claim follows.
(2) i 6= j. There exists a read operation invoked by the client process cj ,
denoted rj (x), such that wi (x)v 7→ro rj (x)v and rj (x)v 7→po wj (x)v 0 . In detail,
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cj can read the value written by ci because i) ci has invoked wi (x)v and at
least a majority of object managers have applied wi (x)v and ii) one of such
object managers has answered to cj read request. Without loss of generality,
let us assume that ok is the object manager that implements points i) and
ii). Then, according to line 4 of the write thread in Figure 5.3, after having
applied wi (x)v, txk is ≥ than t.wi (x)v. Subsequently, cj reads the value written
by wi (x)v. This means that:
❖

when ok has received the read message m of cj , its local value of x was
v, that is the value written by wi (x)v. Then according to line 4 and 5 of
write thread in Figure 5.3 and to lines 2, 3 of read thread in Figure 5.4, ok
sends to cj a response message mres (numseq , v, tok ) with tok ≥ t.wi (x)v.

❖

when cj delivers mres (v, tok , numseq ) according to lines 10, 11, 12, 2 and
18 of read procedure in Figure 5.2, cj updates its tj and its cache with
the corresponding values piggybacked by mres (numseq , v, tok ) and then it
returns the value to be read, that is v.

Then after the read operation tj ≥ tok that is tj ≥ t.wi (x)v. Moreover, it must
be noted that i) for observation 3, tj never decreases and ii) when cj writes
wj (x)v 0 , tj is incremented, (line 1 of write procedure in Figure 5.1). Then
since wj (x)v 0 is executed by cj after the execution of rj (x)v the claim follows,
that is t.wi (x)v < t.wj (x)v 0 .
0
k−1 0
Inductive Step. wi 7→k>0
co wj then: (i) ∃ w : wi 7→co w . By the inductive
0
0
hypothesis we have: t.wi < t.w , and (ii) w 7→1co wj . Because of Basic Step
0
t.w < t.wj . From (i) and (ii), it follows: t.wi < t.wj .

5.3.2

Object Correctness Proofs

Property 5.3.2 (Causal Ordering) Given two write operations w(x)v and
w(x)v 0 if w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 , then a client process ci that reads both values,
executes ri (x)v and then ri (x)v 0 .
Proof Roughly speaking, we have to prove that given two write operations
w(x)v and w(x)v 0 if w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 , then a client process ci that reads
both values, reads v and then v 0 . Thus, let us assume that a client ci has
executed ri (x)v 0 . This means that for lines 4-6 of write thread in Figure 5.3
and line 11 of read procedure in Figure 5.2, the logical clock of ci after the
execution of the read is ti ≥ t.w(x)v 0 . Then, when subsequently ci invokes
another read operation, for what said and for observation 3, ci inserts in the
corresponding request message a timestamp ti ≥ t.w(x)v 0 . By contradiction,
assume that there is an object manager xk that responds to that request with
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mres (v, tok ), then according to lines 2, 4 and 5 of write thread in Figure 5.3
and line 3 of read thread in Figure 5.4, tok [last] = t.w(x)v[last]. But for
lemma 5.3.1 w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 implies t.w(x)v < t.w(x)v 0 . This means that
∀ k t.w(x)v[k] ≤ t.w(x)v 0 [k]. This contradicts line 2 of read thread in Figure
5.4. Thus when ok receives the read request of ci with timestamp t.w(x)v 0 it
sends back the value of ci ’s previous request, that is v 0 line 4 of read thread
in Figure 5.4.
Property 5.3.3 (Validity) If a read operation invoked by a client process ci
returns a value v, then there exists a client process cj that invoked the write
of v.
Proof The proof follows by lines 1, 3 of write thread in Figure 5.3, lines 3-5,
10 and 18 of read procedure in Figure 5.2, to the read thread in Figure 5.4
and to the property of no creation of fair loss channels, [54].
Lemma 5.3.4 (Legal read) Given a read operation r(x)v belonging to H,
then i) there must exist a write operation w(x)v ∈ H such that w(x)v 7→co
r(x)v and ii) there must not exist an operation o(x)v 0 ∈ H such that w(x)v 7→co
o(x)v 0 and o(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v
Proof In the following we prove points i) and ii).
i) By the validity property and proposition 5.3.3, there exists a write operation
w(x)v in the history. Moreover, w(x)v 7→co r(x)v by definition of read-from
order relation and of causality order relation.
ii) We have to prove that it may not exist an operation o(x)v 0 ∈ H such
that w(x)v 7→co o(x)v 0 and o(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v. We have two possible cases
o(x)v 0 = r(x)v 0 or o(x)v 0 = w(x)v 0 .
❖

[o(x)v 0 = r(x)v 0 ]. By contradiction let us assume that w(x)v 7→co
r(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v. Because of i) there exists a write operation w(x)v 0 7→co
r(x)v 0 . So, if w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 for proposition 5.3.2 r(x)v 7→co r(x)v 0 .
Contradiction. If w(x)v 0 7→co w(x)v for proposition 5.3.2 r(x)v 0 7→co
r(x)v. Contradiction.

❖

[o(x)v 0 = w(x)v 0 ]. So w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v. Let us remember
that if w(x)v 7→co w(x)v 0 then for 5.3.1 t.w(x)v < t.w(x)v 0 .
If w(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v then 1) w(x)v 0 and r(x)v are issued by the same
process api and w(x)v 0 is executed before r(x)v or 2) there must exists
a read operation r(x)v 0 such that w(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v 0 7→co r(x)v.
Let us consider only case 1) because case 2) has been proved in the first
point of such proof. When process api issued its write operation w(x)v 0
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t.w(x)v < t.w(x)v 0 . Then when it later requests to read, for observation
3, its read message piggybacks a timestamp t such that t.w(x)v 0 ≤ t.
According to line 2 of read thread in Figure 5.4, api may not received a
response message with a value v associated to a write operation t.w(x)v
such that t.w(x)v < t.
Lemma 5.3.5 (Weakly-Persistent Object) The algorithm implements a
weakly-persistency object if the following condition holds: 2n − h < 2f .
Proof If a value v is written infinitely many times, than the value v due to
assumption 5.2.1, lines 2-4 of write procedure in Figure 5.1, line 1 of write
thread in Figure 5.3 and the properties of the plausible clock systems (lemma
5.3.1), v or a value that is causally concurrent with v or a more recent one
is permanently stored. This means that a client process that reads infinitely
many times, will read one of such values due to lines 2-12 of read procedure
in Figure 5.2 and to line 2 and 4 of read thread in Figure 5.4.
We have to prove that given n object entities, if a value is stored by f
object entities, provided that h object entities do not suffer memory losses,
the value written may be retrieved if not overwritten. Let us consider the case
in which there are no concurrent or more recent value written w.r.t. 7→co .
When the write w(x)v terminates, at least f object entities have stored
the value, for line 4 of write procedure in Figure 5.1, line 2 of write thread in
Figure 5.3 and for the properties of the plausible clocks and the assumption of
no causally concurrent or more recent write operation. Among these, at most
n-h may lose its status and thus value v, returning to the initial value ⊥.
In this sense, let us consider the worst case: n-f object entities do not store
the value v, n-h object entities store and subsequently lose value v and the
remaining object entities permanently store such a value.
When subsequently a client process ci invokes a read request, it waits for a
response from f object entities. In the worst case, ci receives a response from
the 2n-f-h object entities that do not have value v. But since it waits for f
responses, we are sure that there is at least one response piggybacking value
v if 2n − f − h < f , that is 2n − h < 2f . In other words, in order to reach f
responses, ci needs a response sent by an object entity that does not belong
to the 2n − f − h object entities which do not store value v.
Property 5.3.6 (Termination) Each operation invoked by a correct client
eventually completes if f ≤ h.
Proof • Write. Let ci be a correct client that issues a write operation wi (x)v.
Then according to line 3 of write procedure in Figure 5.1, wi (x)v completes
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when ci receives an ack from f object entities, otherwise it loops into lines 2
and 3 of write procedure in Figure 5.1. Then we have to prove that if a correct
client ci invokes a write wi (x)v eventually f ackmwrite (v,t) are received by ci .
This is ensured by line 6 of write thread in Figure 5.3 and by assumption 5.2.1
provided that f ≤ h, that is the number of responses the process waits for, is
at most equal to the number of object entities that after some point in time
are incarnated by correct object manager processes.
• Read. Let us now consider the case of a read operation. A read operation
completes if f response messages are received, lines 2, 4,and 8 of read procedure
in Figure 5.2. Then we have to prove that if a correct client ci invokes a read
ri (x)v eventually an ack from f ok is received by ci . Provided that f ≤ h, this
is ensured by assumption 5.2.1 and lines 3, 4 of read thread in Figure 5.3.
Theorem 5.3.7 (Weakly-Persistent Causal Object) The algorithm implements a weakly-persistency causal object if the following condition holds:
2n − h < 2f .
Proof The proof follows by lemma 5.3.4 and the fact that it applies to every
read operation in a given history and to every history and by lemma 5.3.5.
Finally, let us point out that, as an example, putting h = d(2n + 1)/3e
and f = d2n/3e, the algorithm presented in section 5.2 implements a weakly
persistent causal object.

5.4

Related Work

Read/write objects are building blocks to implement several distributed services, i.e. distributed shared memory, distributed directory lookup services,
shared boards and so on.
In a distributed message-passing system where processes may fail by crashing, since requesting object state persistency, atomic objects implementations
have to cope with the difficulty of providing object state continuity when
processes fail. Attiya et al. in [11] propose an implementation for singlewriter/multiple-reader register provided that a majority of processes do not
crash. Lynch et al. in [56], extend this last work to multiple-writer/multiplereader registers adopting a more general quorum-based approach. Their solution also tolerates quorums on-line reconfigurations. Some quorum-based
solutions have been also proposed to implement atomic objects in dynamic
systems where participants may join, leave and crash during the computation, [37, 57], [33]. Instead of using quorums, in [31] Friedman implements an
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atomic object on top of a virtually synchronous communication layer. In [31],
Friedman also investigates sequential and causal consistent shared objects.
On the other hand, in dynamic systems where processes may join and
leave at any time and arbitrarily fast, objects implementations are not persistent by nature. To circumvent this problem, Lynch et al. [55] propose a
solution to implement atomic consistency when the system is quiescent. Friedman et al. in the context of peer-to-peer systems propose what they call a
semi-reliable unified storage abstraction [32]. Interestingly they implement a
notion of atomic consistency restricted to uninterrupted partial execution. An
uninterrupted partial execution is a collection of sequences of read and write
operations, each one by a different process, such that during their execution
there are no failure and the set of processes does not change. On the contrary,
we guarantee read legality all the time regardless the dynamism of processes,
while we guarantee persistency only of value written during quiescent periods.
We called such an object weakly-persistent causal object.
To cope with the complexity of dynamic systems, we exploit the idea proposed by Chen et al. in [26] to solve fault-tolerant mutual exclusion problem
in dynamic systems. In detail, the object is implemented by a fixed set of
virtual servers that may suffer memory losses. A memory loss abstracts the
fact that a virtual server is incarnated by a process that may crash and be
replaced by a new process that is not able to retrieve any state the crashed
process pass through. It is like considering a fixed set of servers that may
crash and recover but such that after recovering completely lose their previous state. Guerraoui et al. in [39], point out that atomic registers may by
implemented in a crash-recover model provided that i) a majority of processes
never crash or eventually recover and never crash again and that ii) given a
write operation w(x)v, at least a majority of processes log (i.e. store to stable
storage) the value v before the write operation returns. Thus, they extend the
atomicity consistency criteria defined for multi-writer/multi-reader register in
a crash-stop model by providing two new criteria: persistent atomicity, to capture the fact that traditional atomicity has to persist through the crashes and
transient atomicity that does not guarantee atomicity in between crashes.
Finally, in order to track causality order relations between operations,
we implement a plausible clock system that is an adaptation of R-Entries
vector clock system(REV) proposed by Ahamad et al. in [10]. Plausible clocks
were also used by Ram et al. in [62] to implement a causal memory in a
mobile environment. Their system model, however, differs from our since they
consider a fixed set of correct physical master sites and a set of mobile hosts.
Moreover, let us remark that the causal object implemented in section
5.2, is persistent (or weakly-persistent) provided that h object entities are
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persistent (weakly-persistent), i.e.(eventually) incarnating by correct object
manager processes. In this sense, since each object entity may be view as a
causal object, we can compare our work with the idea proposed by Afek et al.
in [1]. They study how implement a correct object of a specified type through
a set of objects of the same type, assuming that at most k of such objects may
be k-faulty (where k may be ∞). An object is k-faulty if it may suffer at most k
faults. In our case k = ∞. Finally, Jayanti et al. in [44] introduce the concept
of graceful degradation. Roughly speaking, this property states that if base
objects only fail by a particular class of failure, then the derived object does
not fail more severely than its base objects. The implementation proposed in
section 5.2 presents this property, i.e. if more than n − h base objects are not
(weakly)persistent than the derived object is not (weakly)persistent. Nothing
worst could happen.

5.5

Weakly-Persistent Causal Memory Implementation

In this section, we extend the algorithm proposed in section 5.2 to implement
a weakly-persistent causal object, in order to implement a weakly-persistent
causal memory. In addition to considerations and assumptions made for a
single object, we consider that each object entity incarnates all the shared
memory X ={x1 , x2 , ...xm } and each client process caches a copy of the entire
memory. We denote as xij the local copy of variable xj at oi .
Since write semantics is meaningful only with respect to operations made
on a same variable, we need to extend the previous protocol maintaining mutual consistency w.r.t. 7→co among the copies of variables cached at each client
process (i.e. ”it is possible that their values coexisted at some time in a distributed computation” [73]). Moreover, each time a client process ci issues a
write operation on variable x, the corresponding write message has to piggyback the values of all variables cached at ci , that is a causal consistent view
of the entire memory.

5.5.1

Data Structures

In order to guarantee read legality w.r.t. 7→co , processes in the system, both
clients and object managers, have to manage a timestamping system to implement a plausible matrix clock M C, later simply referred as matrix clock.
The matrix clock system we propose is an extension of plausible clock system
introduced in section 5.2.1. Each process stores a matrix of integers of fixed
size m ∗ l, where m is the number of shared variables belonging to X and l is
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a parameter chosen independently of the number of processes and variables in
the system. Each entry of M C is initialized to 0. The above said matrix is
denoted M Ci for a client process ci and M Coi for an object manager oi . In
particular, M C[h][∗] denotes the plausible clock related to variable xh . Each
client process ci is associated to the (i modulo l)-th column of the matrix clock,
that is M C[∗][i modulo l]. The same consideration made in section 5.2.1 on
the size and the ability to track causality order relations of plausible clocks,
may be applied to the above stated matrix clock system.
Rules to manage M Ci / M Coi :
R1 Each time a process sends a message, it timestamps the message m with
the current value of its matrix clock, denoted m.M C.
R2 Each time a client ci executes a write operation on variable xh , it increments its matrix clock entry corresponding to xh , namely M Ci [h][i modulo l],
i.e. M Ci [h][i modulo l] := M Ci [h][i modulo l] + 1.
R3 Each time a client ci receives a response message m to a read request,
for each h ∈ {1, . . . , m}, it updates M C[h] with the corresponding entry of the matrix clock piggybacked by m, i.e. ∀ h, k M Ci [h][k] :=
max(M Ci [h][k], m.M C[h][k]).
R4 Each time an object manager receives from cj a write request message m
on variable xh , if M Coi [h][j modulo l] < m.M C[h][j modulo l] then for
each h such that M Coi [h][j modulo l] < m.M C[h][j modulo l] it updates
its plausible clock M Coi [h], i.e. ∀ k M Coi [h][k] := max(M Coi [h][k], m.M C[h][k]).
In addition, each client process ci has to manage a vector of values Vi of
fixed size m to locally cache the values of all shared variables. Vi [j] = v means
that the value of variable xj locally cached at ci is v.

5.5.2

Protocol Behavior

When a client ci wants to execute a write operation on variable xh , namely
wi (xh )v, it increments its corresponding entry of its matrix clock M Ci ,
M Ci [h][i modulo l] and sends an update message to every object entity. A
message mwrite (xh , V, M C) corresponding to a write operation, later sometimes referred as write message, contains the variable to update, the value
V [h] to be written and the value M C of ci matrix clock at the time the message was sent. Notice that the message also contains the value of all other
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variables in the memory, i.e. V [j] ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . m}. This is necessary to
maintain consistency among different variables.
In detail, according to the considered system model, it is not reasonable to
constraint the delivery of a message to the delivery of another one, since such
message may never arrive. Moreover, a process that executes a write operation
on variable xh , relates such written value to the ones it has previously read or
written. So, to maintain consistency it is necessary that, when writing each
client process sends all the content of the shared memory locally cached.
write(xh , v)
1 M Ci [h][i modulo l] := M Ci [h][i modulo l] + 1;
2 V [h] := v;
3 repeat
4
for (1 ≤ j ≤ n) send [mwrite (xh , V, M C)] to oj
5 until [receipt(ackmwrite (xh ,V,M C) ) from f oj ];

Figure 5.6: Write procedure performed by client process ci
When a client ci wants to execute a read operation on variable xh , namely
ri (xh )v, it sends a message to all object entities. Analogously to the case
of a single object (section 5.2), the read message also contains the values of
variables cached at ci . In such a way, every object entity oj is able to reply to
the request ensuring that eventually an operation will finish, i.e. if the value
of the shared variable locally stored at oj is causally precedent the one at ci ,
oi simply replies sending back to ci its request message.
When client ci receives the response message piggybacking a new value with
respect to its cache, it has to maintain mutual consistency among the cached
variables. In detail, for each variable xk , ci has to check if the corresponding
value in its cache, namely V [k], causally precedes the one piggybacked by the
response message. In this case it has to update its V [k] (lines 11-14 of read
procedure in Figure 5.7). Finally, ci updates each entry of its matrix clock
through the component wise maximum operation, line 15 of read procedure
in Figure 5.7.
When an object manager oi receives a read request on variable xh by a
client process cj , it first checks causal consistency. If the value of xh at oi is
causally precedent the one piggybacked by the request message of the client,
oi simply sends back to cj the values in its current read request, line 4 of read
thread in Figure 5.8. Otherwise, it replies with its local value of xh and of
every other variable in the shared memory. The response message also contains
the current value of oi matrix clock, line 3 of read thread in Figure 5.8. Let
us notice that the value sent by oi to cj may be the one sent by cj itself in the
read request or a more recent one w.r.t. 7→co .
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read(xh )
1 numseq := numseq + 1;
2 while (ack < f )
3
repeat
4
for (1 ≤ j ≤ n) send [mread (numseq , xh , M C, V )] to oj
5
until [receipt(mres (numseq , M Coj , [xj1 , xj2 , . . . , xjm ])) from oj with j ∈ [1..n]];
6
if (ack[h] = f alse) then
7
ack[h] := true;
8
ack := ack + 1;
9
if (M Coj 6= M C) then
10
V [h] := xjh ;
11
for each s ∈ (1, . . . , m)
12
if (M Coi [s] > M C[s]) and (s 6= h)
13
V [s] := xjs ;
14
end if
15
∀ k M C[s][k] := max(M C[s][k], M Coi [s][k]);
16
end for
17
ack := f ;
18
end if
19
end if
20 end while
21 ack := 0;
22 for (1 ≤ j ≤ n) ack[j] := f alse;
23 return(V [h])

Figure 5.7: Read procedure performed by client process ci

1
2
3
4

when (receipt(mread (numseq , xh , M C, V )) f rom cj ) do
if (M Coi [h][last] > M C[h][last])
then send [mres (numseq , M Coi , [xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xim ])] to cj
else send [mres (numseq , xh , M C, V )] to cj

Figure 5.8: oi ’s read thread
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When receiving an update message mwrite (xh , V, M C), an object entity oi
has to check legality. If oi has not already applied a write operation on xih
that is more recent than the one piggybacked by the message with respect to
7→co (line 2 of write thread in Figure 5.9), it updates its local structures. In
particular, it stores value V [h] in xih (line 3) and then if necessary, oi updates
the rest of the memory to guarantee consistent values among variables, lines
6-8 in Figure 5.9. Let us notice that oi always updates each entry of its matrix
clock in order to track all causality order relations related to the applied write
operation.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

when (receipt(mwrite (xh , V, M C)) f rom cj ) do
if ((M C[h][j modulo l] > M Coi [h][j modulo l]))
then xih := V [h];
last := j modulo l;
for each s ∈ (1, . . . , m) with s 6= h
if (M C[s] > M Coi [s])
xis := V [s];
end if
∀ k M Coi [s][k] := max(M Coi [s][k], M C[s][k]);
end for
end if
send [ackmwrite (xh ,V,M C) ] to cj

Figure 5.9: oi ’s write thread
Figure 5.10 depicts a functioning scenario that generates the following
history: h1 : w1 (x)a; w1 (y)b h2 : w2 (x)c; r2 (y)b h3 : r3 (y)b; r3 (x)a.
The shared memory is composed of two variables x and y. It is implemented
by 3 object entities, each of which is eventually incarnated by a correct object
manager. For sake of clarity, in figure 5.10 we do not depict the response
messages necessary to complete the operations.
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Figure 5.10: A scenario generated by the implementation of the weakly persistent causal consistent memory described in Section 5.5.

5.5.3

Correctness Proofs

Correctness proofs regarding persistency, validity and termination may be
trivially derived by the ones presented in section 5.3.2 for the case of a single
variable x. So, in this section we simply prove that read operations made on
different variables return causal consistent values.
Observation 5 At each client ci , M Ci does not decrease.
Given a write operation w, let us denote as w.M C the matrix clock associated to w.
Lemma 5.5.1 ∀ wi , wj ∈ H : wi 6= wj , (wi 7→co wj ⇒ M C.wi < M C.wj )
We omit the proof, since it may be simply deduced making the same reasoning done in lemma 5.3.1.
Finally,
Property 5.5.2 Let wi (xh )v and wj (xk )v 0 be two write operations such that
wi (xh )v 7→co wj (xk )v 0 with xh 6= xk . If a process read xk = v 0 and then
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it executes a read operation on xh , this last returns a value v∗ such that
w(xh )v ∗ 67→co w(xh )v.
Proof Let us consider a client process ci that executes a read operation
ri (xk )v 0 and then it executes a read operation on variable xh , namely ri (xh )v ∗ .
Since we assume that each written value is univocally associated to a write
operation, we have to prove that w(xh )v ∗ does not causally precede w(xh )v.
When process ci invokes a read operation on xh its matrix clock M Ci is
≥ M C.w(xh )v. This may be proved by induction, considering that a read
from relation is created if a client process reads the value written by another
process, by observation 5 and by line 15 of read procedure in Figure 5.7, lines
2,3 of read thread in Figure 5.8 and lines 7, 9 of write thread in Figure 5.9.
So, when ci issues is read request, the read message contains M Ci ≥
M C.w(xh )v, i.e. M Ci [r][s] ≥ M C[r][s].w(xh )v for all r, s. When an object
entity oj receives such a request, according to line 2 of read thread in Figure
5.8, we have two possible cases: i) oj sends back its local value of xh and its
M Coj or ii) oj sends back to ci the content of ci request message. In detail,
i) M Coi [h][last] > M Ci [h][last] and so M Coi [h][last] > M C[h][last].w(xh )v.
If v ∗ is the value returned, M Coi [h] = M C[h].w(xh )v ∗ . This means that
M C[h][last].w(xh )v ∗ > M C[h][last].w(xh )v and so for lemma 5.5.1, we
have that w(xh )v ∗ ||co w(xh )v or w(xh )v 7→co w(xh )v ∗ .
ii) ci reads the value of xh previously cached. This value could be cached
because of a precedent read operation on xh (again case i) or to maintain
mutual consistency when reading another variable. Because of lines 13,14
of read procedure in Figure 5.7 and lines 6,7 of write thread in Figure
5.9 this value is v, a concurrent value or a more recent one w.r.t. 7→co
because of lemma 5.5.1.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
This thesis has presented a deep study of shared memory, i.e. one of the most
interesting interprocess communication models among a set of application processes which are decoupled in time, space and flow. In particular, we focused
on causal memories since they offer a good tradeoff between memory access
order constraints and the complexity of the programming model as well as of
the complexity of the memory model itself.
Differently from strict criteria, causal consistency allows non-blocking operations, i.e. processes may complete read or write operations without waiting
for global computation. Moreover, several application semantics are precisely
captured by causal consistency, e.g. collaborative tools. So, implementing
a stricter consistency criterion not only induces unnecessary complexity to
maintain consistency but also reduces the level of possible concurrency.
Traditional distributed systems In the context of traditional distributed
shared memory implementations, MCS enforcing causal consistency has been
usually implemented by protocols based on (complete/partial)replication of
variables at each MCS process. This aimed at exploiting all the concurrency
allowed by causal consistency, i.e. application processes may simultaneously
access (by reading or writing) a same shared variable. But replication requires
consistency maintenance. In this sense, we have proposed an optimality criterion to avoid the introduction of unnecessary constraints when maintaining
causal consistency. Moreover, we have pointed out the limits of partial replication implementations in terms of processes intended to manage information
to maintain causal consistency.
In detail, we have defined an optimality criterion for Complete Replication
and Propagation (CRP) based protocols implementing the Memory Consistency System.
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Based on complete replication of variables at each MCS process and propagation of the variable updates, these protocols maintain causal consistency
through the suspension/reactivation of process threads which are in charge of
executing the local update. If an update message arrives at a process and its
immediate application violates causal consistency, the update thread is suspended by the CRP protocol, i.e. its application is delayed. Informally, an
optimal CRP protocol allows each update to be applied at a MCS process as
soon as the causal consistency criterion is not violated. In other words, no
update thread is kept suspended for a period of time more than strictly necessary. This aims at completely exploiting the concurrency allowed by causal
consistency. We have also presented an optimal CRP protocol.
In addition, we have proved that while be promising with respect to system
scalability, distributed causal memories implementations supporting partial
replication suffer the following drawback: in absence of an a priori knowledge
of variable distribution, partial replication implementations require each MCS
process to manage information about all shared variables in order to keep the
memory causal consistent.
Dynamic distributed systems Finally, we have studied causal memories
in the context of emerging dynamic systems (e.g. peer-to-peer). From the
dynamics and intrinsic unreliability characterizing such systems the necessity
to formalize a persistency property arises. Moreover, because persistency may
hard or even not possible to be implemented when considering high dynamic
systems, we have introduced a weak form of persistency. This last is strong
enough to ensure some computational progress and weak enough to be implemented in high dynamic distributed systems, such as peer-to-peer systems. We
have finally provided a weakly persistent causal consistent distributed shared
memory implementation along with its correctness proof.
Research directions Applications running on top of dynamic distributed
systems may have different persistency requirements. As an example, when
considering collaborative applications we need strong persistency to implement
a sort of data storage shared by the partners (e.g., [49], [59]). On the contrary,
when dealing with mailing services or music file sharing, the lose of some
data might be tolerated. This demands for the definition of a hierarchy of
persistency properties (best effort towards perfect) for (read/write) shared
objects.
Moreover, from emerging system dynamics the necessity for self-maintaining
solutions. In other words, while the underling system is not persistent by nature, due to the continuous joins and leaves of nodes, a shared memory may
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contain a refresh procedure with the aim at maintaining written values persistent despite processes leaves and crashes. Let us notice, that this require
a good formalization and understanding of systems dynamics in order to not
waste refresh while preserving values. Some important works recently go in
such direction, e.g. [38]. Finally, many applications running on the top of a
dynamic distributed systems may require stronger consistency criteria than
causality. Therefore, new consistency criteria could be investigated especially
towards definition and implementation of some form of weak atomicity.
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